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A community newspaper covering the islands of Casco Bay

INAUGURATION STORIES

PIC inaugurates new members
BY K£VIN AlTRA

ABOVE: Peaks Island resident Jim Lansier was on
hand to snap this picrure just as "President and Mrs.
Obama stepped out of their limousine and be~an
walking down Pennsylvania Avenue ro the Wnite
House during the inaugural parade. BELOW:
This image on a T-shirt worn by OB O'Brien in
Washington during the inaugural ceremoniy
apparently wa, consiaercd by many eeoplc to be such
an accillate •e.pre&entation of what Obam• meant to
them that they had to stop him to have their picture
taken with it (j,1,oto by Annie O'Brien). Full stories on
t he back page.

The P~ks Island Council met
Wednesdav night, Dec. 10. at
the Inn to inaugurate the newlyelected councifors Rob Tiffany
and Mike Richards, who were
sworn in by Citv Clerk Linda
Cohen around 6:40 p.m. before
a small crowd that included City
Cou ncilors Kevin Donoghue,
John Anton and Dave Marshall,
former mayor Ed Suslovik, state
Rep. Peter Stuckey, and six
Russian officials from the City
of Archangel, participating in a
cultural cxcha!:)ge program with
its sistei:-city, Portland, that has
lasted 20 y_ears.
Richards was unanimously
elected Chair, and said, "[fl can
do as good a j ob [as Langellal
I'll be nappy. Betsy Stout and
Tom Bolian were tt-elected to
their_positions of Vice-Chair
and Treasurer respectively.
In response to the problems
encountered during Dave
Adam's emergency, fhe PIC
began addressing emergency
response procecfures o n the
island.
It was alleged that, on Dec.
13, when a 911 call was placed
for D ave Adams, only one
police officer was on duty, and
that through a_ •eri~s of apparent
m1scommun1cauons no one
came to assist him. As a re,ult
the officer had to cnlisr-thc help
of two untra.ined (iviii ans" ho
happened to be there at the time
in carrying Mr. Adams from
the house to the ambulance, and
driving it to the ftre boat while
he tended to Mr. Adam,.
As a result, members of the
Public Safety Committee

of the PJC met with Police
Chief Loughlin andFire
Chief La:Vlontagne in mid·
January to establish goals for
improving coordination of
emergency services on the
island. According to committee
members Bob Hurlcv and Mike
Langella, at issue is a lack of
adequate coverage in winter
when there is often only one
police officer on duty during the
first shift1 from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.,
because tncre is no requirement
that any of th e secondary
volunteer staff be available in
case ofan emergency.
As a stop-gap measure, the
police have agreed to find
out who will be on the island
during their shift and notify the
911 dispatch office with that
information. Officer Daniel
Rose stated on Jan. 25 that it
was already being done.

Mike Langella prepares to hand

tbt PIC!,avel to Mike Richards
who sai , "lfl can do as good a
job, I'll be happy."

staffpl,oto

Councilor Hurley said the
long term gQ_al is to have more
trained EMT, on duty, an8 said
Chief Lal\1ontagnc lias offered
to pav the costs to train any
three volunteers interested in
being an EMT.
In other business the PJC
authorized funding of student
summer boat easses from the
SS0,000 discretionary fund, and
will notifv parents this month.
The program is expected to cost
around $13,000.
Members of the PIC's
Transportatio n Commit tee
continue to study the feasibility
ofcreating an island taxi service,
possibly using the conti_ngency
money to purchase a vehicle and
set up a corporation, but support
for the initiative appears to wax
and wane
J n light ofthe severe economic
downturn, funding for capital
improvements to the island •
especially road imjlrovements appears to be stallea, although it
is still in the budget, according
to Councilor Lynne Richard;
who said the funding picture
is confusing. Public Works
Supervisor A.J. Alveuut in
the request last spring. Though
slow in coming, she it would be
done. She added that funding
forsewerworkwasdoubtful.
Councilor Langella said he
was surprised to learn that the
City C?uncil has no i_nput on
i.:ap1tal 1mproverncnn; 1n town,
and <uggesred that the PIC
be vigilant and insistent about
getting funding from the C iry.
"\iVe need to advocate every
single ..r,ear for things for the
island, he said, "It's been left off
for 15 years."

Voices from a war zone

ABOVE: A bombed out Israeli home in the town ofSderot,
part of the continuing destruction of the contlic t with
Ham mas in the Gaz.1 region. Peaks Island residents Marsha

Inside

Greenberg and Steve Schuit have been involved with
international education, including working for Seeds of
Peace at the international peace camJ>. here in Maine, in
the Middle East and in South Asia. Th~ are currently Letters
in the midst of a joint Seeds of Peace/ U.S.A.I.D. project PIES
in Israel that includes both J ewish and Arab lsraeli The Puzzle
Star Gazing
educators. Full story page 19.
plXJto provided by Sttvt Stl,uit Community Notes
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drive ro shift between forward
and re,1:rse. "It gets me in and out
of trouble." The Grebe also uses
a servo-pendulum auto steering
system, which is compHcate,I to set
up, bur works well on long ocean
voyages.
Aumuller landed in Maine not
long after the Summer of Love,
on a trip back from Nova Scotia
with his giilfriend in her brand
new 1969VW bus. He saw a sign
for Kennebunkporr1 and loved the
way~tJ,e name souncted.
"We woke up on the Colony
Beach in the morning- ir was earlv
spring - and you know, you tallc
about epiphanies, people have their
moments in their lives, and] knew
this was it. I mean, I had somehow
stumbled UP.On ()rett)' much where
I wanted to be. So I started a little
business down there, and then
worke,I my way up to Portland
because otthe music. I wanted to
plav music.'"
He starte,I the Port Canvas Co.,
making canvas bags that became
so popular in th ree years he sold
the company, bouglit the Grebe
and "got into the lifestyle that f
really wanted, you know, Hving on
a sai_l boat, travell ing and playing

DIVER
DOWN
UNDERWATER
SERVICES•
399 Presumpscot Street, Portland, ME 041 03
ph (207) 828-0444 • fax (207) 828- 1255
Email: info@diverdown.info

LLC

1S1,AND TRANSPORTER,

M AH I N l • TtV\NS P O IUA I ION 0 1• E QUIPMl:N I A~D MAI I RI Al

MN Reliance,Tug Pioneer, MN blandTtansporcer v.ith service to Gasco Bay, Penobscot
Bay and the entire Maine coast, our3unitscan
be p()Si Iionied tohandle e,1er1 lhe b.rg~ job.
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theGREBE
BYKEVlN ATmA

'Fhe-Grebe wa..buill"in France in 1933.
She was one of the last Colin Atcher pilot
cutters built during Archer's lifeume,
and was once owned by Britain's famous
yachtsman, Harry Ethridge, who named
her the Grabe.
In 1945, Ethridge sailed the boat singlehandedly from England to Barbados.
He published his adventure - complete
with his own hand drawn charts and
illustrations - in a popu lar cruising
guidebook to the Caribbean called the
"Yachtsman's Guide ro rhe Bahamas",
now in its51sr cdition. He died in 1955.
"lc's a wonderful sea boat," says the
68-ycar-old, Brooklyn-born owner, Jeff
Aumuller, who bought the boat in 1973
and restored it to irs original design as a
pilot cutter. "Etheridge made more of a
yacht our ofit" he said.
"The important thing [for me) was
to carry a decent rowing boat on deck.
There wasn't any way to do it with a
cabin, and th at s rhe way they were
originally built, originally flush deck, sol
haven't oeen sorry, 1 mean in the sense of

sea-worthiness."
The Grebe is 40 feet long on deck. It
draws 7 feet ofwater, and weighs 20 tons
with its carly-1900s vintage, inboard 10
horsepower, 1-cyHnder, hand-start diesel
engine. The motor uses a variable pitch
TOP: The Grebe in her winter berth at
che Custom House \Vharfin the 1980s.
If you look closely, you'll see tha'.c she
is resring on her kee( at low tide, a good

way to make quick repairs. UPPBR
RJGHT, The cover of Aumuller's l•tut
album of original songs, performed with
members of tne Potato Pickers. RIGHT:
Th• sttrn ofrh• Grebe in dry dockshOW$
tbe auto-pilot system. A plywood wind
vane is instaUed in the upper U•sh•ped
housing, which controls the servo (shown

retracted for docking). According to
Aumulter, when the winds are r igh t,
he can set a course as the ship leaves

Portland harbor and never touch it again
until be reaches Bermuda. BOTTOM
RIGHT: Below decks, Aumuller relaxes
with a i:lass of wine in the warmth of
the cabm, heated by a small wood stove
(offcahiera bthind him).
photos byKtviu Attra.

"I've been doing that ever since.•
Money from the sale of his
business was enough to buy t he
Grebe and pay his living expenses
for five t ears. He sailed into
Portland in 198 , living on the boat "off
and on, different relationshi_ps you know,
girlfriends here and there. You know.
"Bur I kept the boat. The girlfriends
came and went but the boat stayed. I
guess it's my true love." His other loves
are his two daug_hters, Hannah who
~erates the "Seallag,;" business in the
Old Port, and Julia.
Aumuller has h ad his sh are of
adventures in the Grebe. " J've been in
some reaUy tremendous, beavy weather.
O nce in extremely heavy weather,
sustained 70 knots for da~ on the war. ro
Bermuda, my first trip ro Bermuda: Ile
said the storm was wliat some people caU
a "wintei:catie:'...It has the intensity of a
~urrica-n~~ccurs late in the season.
No'"e!l1~. <old, North Atlantic. Brrr!"
he said. ")twas wild, and I never want ro
experience that again.• ·
When J asked liim how he ~t through
!!, he said, "l didn't really get through 1t.
l he boat got through it. It's a likboat
anyhow, so \i.1c made 1t through."'
Aumuller completely rebuilt the Grebe
in 1985 a project so expensive he had to
sell his /1ouse 1n Kennebunkport to do it.
"Sold my property, put the whole thing
into the boat - kaboom," he said. "l h ad
a big crew, five carpenters. Six months
non-stop, eight hours a day, five d ays
a week, we replaced 50 percent of the
planks 20 percent of the d"ecking.
"And now ir needs another one but
I've owned the boat 35 years now. Same
boat.•
Although he has a d egree in
psychology he ended up instcao, as he'll

• BuildingSuppties
• Asphalt/oonae1euucks
• Utilitics/welldriJling
• Gravel.stone
'
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tell you, "with a banjo "
on my k nee, _pick in'

and grinnio'". He is a

serious and accomplished .
musician, with a new''11
recording, and a string of
i>erformances from the
Bahamas to the Casco
Bay isles.You can sec h im
regularlr, in Portland ar
Andy's from 6 p. m. to
9 p.m. most Wednesdays,
and at Portland Coffee
Roasters from 2 p.m. to
4 p.m. on Saturdays. Both
venues are roughly across
the street from each
o ther on Commercial
Street. He also fronts a
local bluegrass band, the
Potato Pickers, who work
the Flat Bread, Oog_Fish,
Brian Boru, and North
Star circuit.
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Peaks Islanders
renew discussions on
independence
BYKEVINATTRA

Russ Edwards and 10 other Peaks
Island residents, many of them members
of the Island I nde_pendence Committee,
got together on Sunday, Jan. 18 at the
MacVane Community Center to discuss
the possibility of renewing negotiations
widi the state legislature to secede from
the City of Portland.
"Starting now we should call it
independence," said Mary Lavendier.
"Let s throw out the $-word."
Edwards had called the meeting based
on a perception, commonly held among
many of those present, that a favorable
political climate exists in Augusta. "I
really feel the political atmosphere is
the best we've ever seen UP. there for
th.ist he said in an inte.rvjew later. "Last
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Chair, Elizabeth Schneider, explaining
the difficulties the PIC was having witli
the City. Many at the meeting were not
sure it liad been sent1 and worned that., if
it had, it would reacn a new and possioly
unsympathetic leadership. "It actually
went to JSen. Debra) Simson and [Rep.
Stephen] Beaudette" said Langella.
Some people at the meeting said they
were concerned that the acr,ons of the
group would undermine the Peaks
Islana Council, a sentiment reinforced
in some measure by a letter addressed to
those at the meeting bl PIC Chair Mike
Richards, who wrote, I understand that
you and others view the legislature as
being more amenable to our plight, and
view the PIC as being insufficient to the
task," a line Edwards read twice, and said
he didn't agree with.
The letter also stated, "] think the
legislature will tell you to wait a couple of
years to see if the PIC and the City can
c:lo better, and then start from scratch."
Said one member of the group, "As far
as the PIC, they did spend a good part of
last )'ear on the process. They coufd ha"c
been more forceful, but it's who they're
dealing with. I thought they tried; the
results weren't there1 and tliat's a g_ood
enough reason to [seek indcpendcncej."

ABOVE: (left to right) Jane Adams, Russ Edwards, Dan Doane, Frank Peretti, Sue
Ellen Roberts :tnd Mary Lavendier discuss Peak$ Island independence at a muting
in the MacVane Community Center J:to. 18. Not shown are M.J. Burnette, Peggy
Peretti, and Stan and Judy Piawlock
staffphoto
time, it was incredible the amount of
effort the Speaker put into stopping us.
I mean he strong-armed the members of
legjslarure."
Edwards_ proposed that a delegation
of four or fTve concerned citizens go to
Augusta and meet with key figures in
the-1cgislature1.,and learn dieir p<?Sition
on secession. "talk with the legislature,
talk with the leadership, talk with the
heads of committee, talk with our new
representatives up there/' he c,plained
"and do it very quickly Defore Portlana1
gets up and starts their propaganda lobby
up there.
"We would make no decision until
[the delegation] came back on whether
or not to go ahead, but based on their
re(lort then we wou Id have a lot more
information, and we could either just
forget t he whole thing or we cou ld
proceed."
During the 1-hour discussion, some
members of t he gro ut> expressed
concern t hat they would be perceived
as representatives of the I sland
Independence Committee, to which
Edwards responded, •1 think at this
point we can go as a group of concerned
citizens, many_ of us of which arc
members ofthe UC. But ... this is not an
nc meeti!}g as such."
Island Councilor Mike Langella, who
knew of the meeting but did not anend1
agreed. "The meeting was not conduct«!
try the IIC, but was organized by Russ
Edwards and did not include all the
members."
One issue of concern at the meeting
was the status of a letter from the PlC

addressed by Mike Langella to the former

Sute and Local Govcniinent Committee

PEAT implements
creative recycling,
explores alternate
energy
BYKEVlNATTRA

Peaks Island Environmental Action
Team received seven recycling bins in
late January, a large, heavy duty container
and six smaller liarrels that will be used
to collect bottles and cans on the island
for recvcling. The large container will be
located permanendy at the ferry landing_
(it may already be in place at tlie time oI
this publication).The1ight weight bar(els
will be used seasonally, P.laced around the
island in the spring ancl stowed away in
the fall.
Six island artists have been selected to
decorate the barrels, and will begin work
this month. The barrels are planned to
be displayed at an Earth Day celebration,
Al"il22.
T he pr_oject was initiated br. PEAT
member Mary Ann Mitchell who, with
her son lsaiali Oliver, spent much oflast
year securing community involvement

and planningnow it would work.
In August, the Peaks Island Fund
granted PEAT $5,000 to purehasc the
recycling containers as part of a larger
plan that includes furtlier grants for a

pw,,,, PEAT,p.gt S

A.RT SHOW & 'BREAST CANCER 'BENEFIT
OPENING RECEPTION 'FRIDAY 'FEB.6 6 ~ 8 'PM
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the family. For my host sister's
16th birthday we had at least 30
re\atives over for Sunday lunch, not
to mention the enormous party,
which unfortunately I missed, for
my other host sister who tu med 18
last summer. There were o,·er 100
guests atthat partv, all rel:ited
"Sunda,· lunch~ in France is also
not an event to c,,m,"lit t<' halfhcartcdh Tt tn,ica 11) tart, hetwec,
12:00 and !-(JO ·11 •he 1fternoon,
ml ftcn <loe,n tend u t,' 6:0 at
OlKht ll d n't et tlut car. ) ) 1
me,> egr ,lt
E, Cf) 1c help pr par th 111 al,
'l.d togethc tliev set th table n
n -c ,. (the} d mt let m<· do th.it part
bec~u,c I ,an never remember whid
wav to I v the ,utkry). Thert arc
about five courses, anc.1 tlwn cc !Tee
and dessert arc served. It's a ,hame
we don't hal'C more family event<
F.il.,n Hanl•y at the EiffdTowcr.
like these in the United States. I
pl,oto by Kasey A«gustine know my extended hosr family was
>U!Jniscd to hear it.
Traditional Christmas food in
France consists ofvery pricey seafood
which also means (you guc•sed it)
escargot. lt was the first time I tried a
snail, and although I didn't really like
it because it's a little too chewy for me,
I'm glad I tried it.
On Christmas day, we got up at
9 a.m. and opened
presents. Christmas
J)_rescnts are big in
F ranee. My host
familv is not rich,
and yet the collective
gifts that were given
consisted of ., car, a
TV, a greenhouse,
a 1/"PPY• tnd plane
ticKcts. All of them
w rt' kept <"rers until

Notes from an
American in Paris

()J)t'Il~

celebrated P!etty much the same as
every year. You stay up till midnight,
you countdown, you cheer. l went
to bed at 12:30 a.m. because I was
so tired, hut the other eight people
BY CHRIS HOPPIN
ar rhe party danced until 4:00 in
the morning. Parties in France are
rvpically like rhat, but since I'm not The elected Bo,ud ,,f Dircc!<lr< fo,
ti,ed to it, I'm alwavs the first to fall the Casco Bav Island I ransit [),strict
asleep
·
(CBITDJ ha; been" rk ng v1tl ta
I've been doing a jazz band wh ·rc 1 members led b, G ne 1 \ 1a g_c
play puno It bctn a ch,1llcngc, me C th rine D•o, 1,, cont .ill• the
,r require a lot of impro " "h l've outsta d, g level .,u; ,r , ti-I, th t
n vc1 don l, lore, but l\ gott ·1 Jo 1s. nd r njm, w ilc o n ti, , ,
b tter A tcr Fchruarv (,rca l l,lrt t rcdu,e 1cost lJ1 I lt
mgi g_ t , whi.h 1 • r all exc,ce, o · ·o ~ 1..l\C I { t
ByLin
abot1t.l r .,lh I iss ·ngrng.11 ada t,rCsc
c1 kc, ,le,, -,ci
, ~,cc ess none time m the oegmnmg •- lite ~vcrnmt.: t
o Sep1c1nbcr, hut I didn't like the s· ~ 011 lion m a U
oper ti
lc:idier, and 1t 1v:is too eJ<f'Cllsi,•c to expcrue
continue, so I had to quit. l lowever,
Board prc>1dmt D 111 Ro,kett o
I'm reall) looking forward to jazzing Lo1111, hland co,wened special tour·hour
,cup a bit!
workshop pn Saturday,Jan 17, to aJdrc-I'm also in a theater troop here, and rcvcnucs and efr.enses for the 2009
we mostlv do just improv cxccrcises, fiscal year that enas April 30, as "dl a,
but at the.end of the year we're puttini: strategics for the future. Bo,trd member~
on a show, so that'll be rc.tlly cool. le s and tlie puhlic learned that the CBITD
contlnucs to o~ratc at a dd!Cit as a result
going to be hard1 since all my lines of
higher costs than revenues.
w;fl be in Frencn, hut I'm looking
.\ !though costs of fuel continue to
forward ro that too.
challenge ihe District, t~ey took at·tion to
I hope everything's going well on reduce ,ts usage. Th°'c mcludcd slowing
Peak>1s!and, and that everyone had down ferries and "moth balling" the
a happy holiday season. I k.riow I did! Island Romance and Bay l\ list dunng the
Happy New Year, and the best for winter months. Like man) honx~:1wners,
the CBITD locked in a fuel price last
2009'!

Lines from
Casco Bay Lines

year to stem risin~djesel costs. However,

the SJ.61 per ga on price proved to be
an t1nders1anda le d,sad,,anuge when

Abientot!

plrav JU LINES~ nr'ir/pa~

HELP PRESERVE WHAT'S SPECIAL
ABOUT PEARS.

-~~ n

After the gift , v~

F.il•en (back row, center) and all the Boistier children, her
host father's side of the family· on Christmas morning.
From left ro right, Cll?menr, Marie, Godefroy, Laurent,
Alex, me, Pierre, Anne Charlotte, Aude, Emilie, Paul,
Lucie, and Marie Astrid.

Dear Islanders,
Hello again! H ow has eve,:xthing
been during the last 3 months. H ow
cold is it there? Any big snow storms
yet? We had a big snow fall one
night, but it was all gone by the next
morning. That's one thing I've really
missed.
Things must have also been really
crazy with the election. Even here
in F ranee it was about the only thing
on TV. The French population was
about 85% for Obama, so everyone
was pretty happ_y when he won,
althoug!t they all Tear for his life also.
Other than that, I've been doing a lot
ofother cool thin~ roo!
I was a little bummed to miss
Thanksgiving, since no one in France
celebrates it, our myself and the other
three American exchange students
had our own little celebration.
My host parents agreed to let us
have the party at our house, and
all t he guests brought a traditional
dessert from their family. So really it
was a g;reat way to celebrate American
tradition wtth o ur new French
friends.
Birthdays in F rance are a big deal,
ljlOt so much for t he presents, bu t
as an opportunity for all the family
to get together - quite literally, all

all hel,pc prepH
for "mlrnch" which
is another French
sp nahy o! cafood
and fois gr,lS. Tturt\
family member',
c..·amc over and it ,vas
a lot of fun. It wasn't
so fu!' when my ~ost
cousin put a shnmp
in my tea and I drank
it, but still, it was
a Christmas I will
never forg_et.
New Year's was

toll,. II
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fuel prices dropped below that rate. At
its peak, ultra fow-sulfur diesel fuel had
been $4.40 per gallon. T he District was
able to lock 1n significantly lower rates for
the period from September 2009 through
August 2010 for ihc ferries {$2.13/gal)
aodfor heating fuel ($2.07/gal).
The 50 cent fuel surcliarge •PP.lied
to ticket costs last May herped offset
fuel prices; however it was not enough
to balance the fact that fewer [):!SSenger
tickets were sold. Fuel costs will exceed
surcharge revenues received by about
$67,00Cf through the end of this fiscal
year, March 30: CBITD expects to roll
back the fuel surcharge by May 1, when
other fare changes would l>e implemented
to meet the needs of the new budget for
FY2010.
Io response to customer questions
about complex freight rates1 both the
Operations Commtttee ana the Rate
Structure Committee sought input from
the island business community. After
a series of initia l meetings, volunteers
convened three more times ro review and

CBITD Ferries. The card would be
similar to those used in cities like Boston
and San Francisco. A new electronic
ticketing system may be acquired this
spring tliat may serve other useful fare
collection purposes.
The U-Rau1 truck rental com_pany has
established a car share service in Porda.n d,
U Car Share, for rentals on an hourly or
daily basis. It offers convenient access to
two cars right outside the terminal on
Commercial Street. For a limited rime,
U Car Share's S50 registration fee is
waived for those customers who sign up
on line at W'UJW.t«orshare.com and use the
coupon code, MAINECBLINES2009.
Upcoming Rate Structure Committee
meetings will be held on Thursday,
Feb. 12' at 8:15 a.m., on Wednesday,
Feb. 25 at 4 p.m., and <>n Wednesday,
March 4 at 4 p.m .. Budget discussions
for the 2010 fiscal year will take place at
Finance/Budget Committee meetings
on Wednesday, Feb. 11 at 7:45 a.m.1
on Wednesday, Feb. 25 at 3 p.m ., ancl
on Wednesday, March 4 at 4 _p.m .. All
meeting,; are open to the public and are
held in the Ferry Terminal. The CBITD
adopted its current rates in 2006 with a
l5_pcrccnt overall price increase.
The 12-member CBITD board of
directors consists of ten elected members
from the islands plus two appointees (Sue
Moreau from the Maine Department
of Transport ation , a nd Portland
City Councilor Kevin Donoghue).
Committees include designated
board members and others from t he
general public. They are Finance,

simplify freight rates. The Rate Structure
Committee wi ll forward the entire
revised freight rate structure to the board
for implementation May 1. Details of all
proposed rate changes will be available
on the website www.,ascobayli1m.com
and a public hearing will be held for
public input on those changes.
Anotlier series of pu6lic meetings
addressed concerns expressed by crew
members and islanders, primarily from
down the bay, about overloaded and
unsafe personal carts.
After considerable
public input, the board
ado_pted a new cart
p olicy at its Jan. 22 ~ t;;;i
meeting. Details will
CJ
be presented in the
termina l and on the
website.
To help CBITD find
new revenue sources to
help keep is.lander mtes
at reasonable levels i n
the future, they are
exploring the potential
for added parking space
for islanders and visitors
in a M ulti-Modal
TransitTerrninal. These
efforts would involve Chris Hoppin took measurement$ with h elp fro m Nick
special funding through Mavadones during the Dec. 11 Operations Committee
grants and arc likely meeting to clarify wbatdimell$iOn5$hould be allowed for
to ~ake a long time for personal carts. New rulings were implementtd inJanuary.
review by government
staffphoto
agencies.
Another h opeful pr~iect under Government Relation~ Oeerations,
d iscussion is a combined Metro-Casco Sales & Marketin_g and Kate Structure.
Bay Line ID card that would allow Contact information is avai lable on the
r esidents and t~x.£_ayers to travel for website WWW.((Jscobaylines.com and at the
a discount on METRO busses and terminal.

solar-powered trash compactor to be
installed at the landing next year. The
compactor was initially estimated to cost
SS,0'00, but according to Mitchell the
price is now closer to SJ,800.
She spe nt last spring putting the
proiect together and a rranged for four
or five non-profit groups - essentiallr.
the churches, H omeStart, PEAT, ani:I
an artist collective - to provide volunteer
collection teams that would bring the
recyclables to a rcdcmtion center and
put the refund money toward whichever
organization they represented. As a back
up, Public Worlis Supervisor
Alves
sa id that his department wou d clear
the containers if volunteers didn't follow
through.
She thought thin_gs would happen right
away but it has tal<en al most a year just
to obtain the equipment, so she expects
she'll have to reconfirm the collection
arrangements with those organizations.
"One of the purposes [of fhe project)
was to raise money for non-profits, _she
said. "Its been very difficult and I hope it
works out."'
In other efforts, Steve Demo and Sam
Saltonstall have been a.c tively_researching
the use of wind turbines on Peaks Island
to generate electrici(Y. for the community,
and invited Gcorg_e Baker, CEO of tlie
Fox Islands Wini! Turbine project on
Vinalhaven, to speak to the communjty
about their project (see story, page 16).
In his presentation Baker pointed
out a number of diderenccs 6etween
Vinalhaven and Peaks Island that mi_ght
make a wind turbine facility impractical
here, including insufficient wind speed
and limited acreage for locating the
turbines.
"I left feeling discouraged," said
Mitchell. "It sounded like it was going
to be much more d ifficult. It seemed
like Vinalhaven will have huge savings,
but for us it would be more about clean
energy. l don't know where its going to
~ from here."
But Saltonstall saw it differen!}y. "You
have to keep in m i nd that [Baker's]
approach was towards supplting _power
to all the islands; be said. We re not
convinced that that's the only way to go."
In order to know for certain, lie would
like to collect wind seccd data for at
least a year, and in late January, entered
negotiations with an organization - he
preferred not to g_ive tfie name - that
he said may be a61e to provide testing
eguipment for little or no money. He saiil
"ft may not be a viable option, but we
think we owe it to Peaks Island residents
to find out how much wind power is
actually available on the island.
"I think there are still ways to get g reen
energy started in the region.•

A.l.

"'
On Merrill's Wharf, Just a
short walk from
Casco Bay Lines to
262 Commercial Street.

Open

10:00 to 6:30 Mon-Sat

after June 1511' also
Sundays

12:00 to 5:00

Summer Ts/and Delivery Service
Place and order before 110011
and we will deliver to Casco Bay
Lines for delivery to Peaks 011 the
5:35 boat, or 5:45 down the bay.
Islander's Summer 08 Discount!
/11s/ show your Casco Bay Lines
tickets or pass for 10% off your
order every Tuesday!

CBITD approves cart
policy, proposes
down,the,bay ·
schedule change
BYKEVINATI'RA

The CBITD Operations Committee
held a public hearmg on T hursdar, Dec.
11, to introduce a proposed fee fo r the
use of hand carts on the boats. Owing
to the surprise and o utrage expressed
by many island residents when word
of the measure became known it was
anticipated that die hearing would draw
a large and vociferous crowd, but was in
fact a very polite discussion with the six
island residents who were able to attend
the 4 e-m- meeting.
On Jan. 16 the committee finalized the
new policy regarding carry-on items on
board the ferries, and limited the type
and size of loaded of hand carts, dollies
and o ther carrier equipment to certain
dimensions amounting to just under
16 cubic feet of storage space. Large
four-wheeled hand dollies must now 6c
shipped as freight.
Among the Kind ofequipment allowed
under tlie new regulation, two- wheeled
hand trucks and baby ca rriages were
considered to be unsafe by some members
of the board, but were permitted due
to overwhelming public pressure. The
committee saw no way to stop people
from carrying children in their arms
in order to use their baby carriag_e~ fo r
freight, but operations manager-Nick
Mavodones said the captains are not
happy about it.
Once o n board the vessel, carry-on
items must be placed in a way that does
not block the aisles, other passenger
space, deckhand work areas or safety
equ ipm ent. CBITD staff have the
authority to refuse any load that exceeds
the allowable dimensions, or that they
deem is otherwise unsafe.
The measure was passed unanimously.
Ch air Jim Phi,pps said, "Does anyone
dare to opposc?
''After seven ,rears we finally got this
o n the board, exclaimed committee
member MackMcKone.
l n other business, Catherine Debo
i ntroduced two ch anges to the boat
schedule for down the bay runs t hat
would save the District an estimated
$36,000 if adopted. Under the proposed
changes, the 10 a.m. Portland departure
run would be shifted to 10:15 a.m., and
the seasonal 4:15 p.m. departurc1 which
usually starts in oud-AP.ril, woula not be
resumed until Memorial Day.
"A slight change of15 minutes would
save a ton of money," said Debo in
reference to the 10 a.m. departure shi ft.
It would allow one crew to make all
three morning runs (including the 5:05
a.m. a nd 7:45' a.m. departures) instead
of having to use a second crew and boat
to cover the 7:45 a.m. boat. The delayed
departure would impact mail delivery
times down the bay, but the -change
would save the district an estimated
$26,000 next year. A public hearing
on the proposed schedule changes
has been tentatively set for Thursday,
Feb. 5, at 4 p.m.

CARPENTER
FOR HIRE
30 Yea.rs i n ~ Tr-.ade

(Not combined with other promotions)

Wine Tasting 5-7 vm
The last Thursday of every month!
www.BrowneTrading.com

Macey Orme
7 66-5909
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Island Views
Community Letters
From Ci t y Councilor Kevin
Donoghue
Transit Planning, the Eastern
Waterfront, and the Portland Islands
When the Peninsula Transit Study
began with a P..!!blic forum at the
Ocean Gateway7erminal in February
of 2008, it was also the inauguration
of the term inal. As chair of tlie study
committee, I chose this location in
part because it stands at the nexus
of our historic rail system and our
modern P.assenger seaJJ9rt, and in part
because it is accessible to islanders
walking from the Casco Bay Lines
terminal. Indeed, the 15-member
study committee included CBITD
General Manager Catherine Debo
and rail historian, bike commuter, and
Peaks Island resiaent Bill Hall.
Islanders who attended the public
forum expressed what we a fready
knew: that they contend with limitea
mainland transportation choices,
b_e t h.ey a distorte4 parki1_1g market,
cuctutous bus rouung, or madequate
bicycle and pedestrian facilities particularly on Franklin Arterial.

ferry terminal garage. lf the_ long
wa1ung list for monthly permits ,s any
indicauon of parkingcfcmand, the safe
of the Ciry's ,merest almost certainly
portends higher rates for those island
res idents fortunate enough to be
holding ~ rmits now.
Casco Bay Lines has expressed an
interest ii) b"!ying into c~e gar~ge,
but complicatmg matters 1s tfie nght
of first refusar guaranteed to the
l?_rivace sector sha re holder, Mugar
enterprises. The City has an interest
in do,ng whatever it can to fund its
budget,"but the potential sale of the
garage might also present another
opportunity. Whereas Casco Bay
I.:mes has regarded the garage less as
a potential revenue source to-leverage
against ferry tickets, I have expressed
my position to the City Manager
that any revenue from the sale of the
garage must benefit commuters from
Portland's island~ like fund ing the
establ ishment or a park-and-ride
shuttle with some of the proceeds to
connect passengers on the Bay Lines
witl) parking facilities througliout the
~runsula.
To be sure, Portland's islanders have

To Kevin Donoghue:
l want to offer my Qpinion again
about the Maine State Pier. If the pier
is ever developed as it was ereviously
proposed, I strongly feel that in 50
years, citizens wou1d be shaking their
heads in disbelief. The people of
southern Maine have a priceless piece
of property that overlooks the mner
islands of Casco Bay. Envision, if you
will, a sophisticated pier t hat utihzes
rhe entire area as a people friend!}'.
park: ample benches, a walkway/
bikeway, a theatre in the round a la
Ouebec City's waterfront. Further,
re<luce the workshop area for the tugs,
develop a swimming area, etc. Presto,
)'.OU have created a m<!,gn ificent Q_ark
that will be the talk of fhe entire East
Coast.
The above would make the entire
city peninsula more attractive to
tourists and locals alike. It would
enhance the perception of Portland
as a destination city thac is positively
green. I'm willing to bet that the city
and local businesses would gain more
from this scenario than b)! giving the
property away to be transformccfinto
a "luxury hotel". ls rhar what we want
the city to be known for?
Opportunities for doing things
over don't come along very olten. It 1s
shortsighted for the City to transform
rh~ _pier into SO!l)C crummy el itist
edifice generanng scant revenue
for the city, while, concurrently,
nega~ively impactiJ1g_island parkin_g,
denymg cmzcns THLIR access to tne
bar, and making .r~<; ci!)' unresponsive
to Green Possibiliues.
As a comparison if you and your
fellow councilors had the chance,
would Y.OU vote to demolish Union
Station knowing what we know now
about priceless opportunities for the
fut ure'? This is a similar moment.
Thanks for the time.

As District 1 City Counci lor
and Chair of the Transpor tation
Committee, I hope to ofter helpful
ideas for t hese issues imr.ortam to
Portland's islands. Alreacly~ I have
appointed a committee ror the ·
redesign of Franklin Art erial that
includes Boyd Marley, formerChairof
the state Transportation Committee~
and Mike Langella, former Chair or
the Peaks Islancl Council. Given that
t he new Ocean Gateway Terminal
stands half coml?_leted, that rhe new
Ocean Gateway Garage stands empty,
and that Commercial5treetcontinues
to suffer from traffic congestion with
little hoe e for new development one
can haraly argue that we have the
balanced transportation described in
the Eastern Waterfront Master Plan.
T hrough the Peninsu la Transit
Study, I have worked to correct this
by working locallr. for car sharing and
1 mproved 6us serV1ce.
In January, U Car Share
introduced hourly car rental service
to Commercial Street. In Mayi
METRO begins an inrer-moda
shuttle service connecting_the Ocean
Gateway Terminal, the Maine State
Pier, Monument SquarebGreyhound,
Concord Coach, the owneastcr,
and the Portland Jet_port. These
two initiatives offer isfanders more
transportation choices. They mitigate
the demand for parking and rney
stabilize parking rates at a time when
some contemplate selling the City's
share in the Casco Bay Garage.
The Community D cve1opment
Committee of the City Council
recently decided to seek apP.raisal
of its condominium interest in the
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A Dissenting Point of View on
tranSJ)9rtation needs that do not relate Casco Bay Islancl Transit District
to the Peninsula Transit Study, nor to
Casco Bay Lines, nor to the Casco There are events transpiring
Bay Garage. For example, when Cliff at Casco Ba_y Lines of which the
Island needed ro replace its freight residents of Peaks Island should be
shed on its C ity-owned pier1 I was aware. The December fmancial report
able to fund the proj_ect, ana it was shows t hat the r.ear to date revenues
complete last year. Grear Diamond (April to December 31, 2008) exceed
Island needecf clearer provisions in the expenses b)! more tnan $600,000.
its zoning regulations for shuttle The 50 cent fuel surcharge is not
operations. I amended the contract being repealed. In fact, increases on
zone permitting the development of botli passengers and vehicles are
the Inn at Diamond Cove.
being considered. [CBITD General
Peaks Island rare\y speaks with a Manager) Debo is _1:,roposing a
single voice on island issues; however, contingency fund of$2UU,000.
I Wlls able to work successfully A proposal to purchase a new boat
with island residents to introduce to replace the Island Romance is
permanent islander perm it parking under discussion. While mana~ment
on Thames Street, free to all residents hopes to achieve this through a1ederal
of Peaks, Clif(, and Great Diamond stimuh:1s package, the guesti(_Jn of its
islands. All islanders, including necessity remams. D,scuss,ons on
neighbors from Long Island ana simplifymg freight rates continue;
Chebeague, benefit when we however, management ,s ultimately
provide meaningful alternatives to planning to increase freight rates.
prohibitively exP,ensive parking. The W hi le the above items are alarming
strategies incluaed in the Pemnsula through careful study of the fmancia!
Transit S t udy begin to show us reports for a number of months, I have
how we can leverage alternatives also found a number of discrepancies
that accomplish more than simple that should be addressed.
subsidies ever can.
While the cruises have been referred
For more inform ation on t he to as "free money", it is onlr. those on
Peninsula Transit Study and a copy scheduled passenger runs that make
of the final draft re_porr, see: www. money. On any special cruises, tours
portlandmaine.govtpeninsulatransit. or charters, the revenue generated does
'htm
not cover t he total cost of the crew,
Kwin Donoghue representJ the Ea1/ fuel, boat maintenance, advertising
End Dowt1t!J'Wt1 andCascoBaylslands and overhead.
on thePortland City Council and chain
M onthly financial rerorrs contain
itJ Transpot;.tation Committee. He is also a significant nu mber o unexplained
President ofthe Greater Portland 1hmsit anomalies. The quantity of passen~r
District and a member ofthe Casw Bay tickets sold in each category is
Island Transit District board ofdirector,.
pl,usrs,, LETTERS,p,,g, 19
He li'IJeSon Munjoy Hill.

Bob Howard
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The Island Tim,s is a community
newspaper covering the islands
in Casco Bay.
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the editor. Pfease try to keep letters
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YOGA FOR LIFE
A yogic perspective on health
and simple living
BYREBECCAJOHANNASTEPHANS

Reb,"ajohanna Stephans teaches weekly
x.oga classes and pri'l!ale yoga lessom on
Peaks Island. You maydir«tyourcommm/J,
inquiries, or column ideas to 766-3017 or
rjsyoga@gwi.flel.

Many years ago, I received a simple
but life changing lesson from one of my
teachers. The lesson contained a rnct anil
a 9uestion. Fact: there is only one P.•=n
with whom you will spend 24 hours
each day, 7 days each week, every week
of every year for the rest of y_our life.
That person, of course, is you. ~estion:
would you prefer to spend that time with
someone who loves ycu, or with someone
who constantly undermines you? If you
have never been r.lagued by a litany of
negative, distortei:l, anxious, despairing
or Tearful thoughts, you mar. P.roceed
direct!)' to the ~tures offered below!
For the rest of us, P.lcase think about
what fosters trust ani:l intimacy in your

closest relationships - nagging and
withholding affection, or appreciation
and encouragement? Sometimes I think
of time spent on the yoga mat as couples
counseling between you and your own
self. On the yoga mat, we practice
mindfulness and !cam how to move from
negative, fearfu l reactions to creative,
lovmg resJ>«?nsivenes.s in our interactions
with ourselves. Bringing awareness to
how we seeak to and motivate ourselves
shines a light on how we have been
treated and how we often unintentionally
hurt the ones we love the most.
The Yoga Sutras of Patanjali are the
first written teachings ofyoga. Originally
recorded in Sanskrit (a poetic, sacred
Hindu dialect), there have been maoy
interpre tations and translations into
English. The second sutra defines yoga
as detaching from and disciplining our
vacillating waves of thoughts. The third
sutra describes the result of cultivating a
clear, quiet mind. Then we abide in our
true nature, which is pure awareness
- creative1 • expansive, intuitive and

unifying. Now refreshing indeed that
our newly inauzurated P.resident speaks
the language tliat appeals to our steady,
true nature, rather than the rhetoric that
preys on our fearful, mutable minds.
So, how do we make the shift from
a chaotic, self-defeating_ mind to a
peaceful supportive one? The first step

in any practice is awareness. Before we
can make any positive change, we have
to become familiar with tlle current
situation. I'm sorry to say that when
it comes to listening to the fearfully
conditioned mind tli1s step can be very
painful. It reminds me of that room in
J'OUr house that collects all the stuff you
i:lidn't want to deal with at the time:
unwanted gifts damaged goods records
of experiences best forgotten,_plus dust,
cobwebs; trash, and some stuff that was
never even yours in the first place. Sound
fumiliar?
Then one day, you decide to take up
a creative endeavor, or birth a child, or
create a meditation studio, and it's time
to deal with the Dreaded Junk Room.
That sinking feeling )IOU get when you
first open the door with the intention of
cleaning rather than piling in more junk
is similar to the first moment of shining
a light on the long neglected habits of the
mind. But slamming the door shut will
not serve you. Gather )"?Ur courage, take
a deep breath, and calmly scan the whole
s~ctacular mess.
T he second step is acceptance. Beatin/i
yourself up for what you now see wi
only make you feel terrible. You will be
much more joyfully productive if you
adopt a spacious altitude of welcorrung,
anc:f the avid curiosity of an archeologist
studying the lifestyle of a fascinatmg

tribe of ancestors. $imply regard each
thought with objective equanimity. If
you cnastise yourself for every thought
you bring into awareness, you will not
want to continue this process, and only
with consistent practice will you come to
know the grace ofa loving mmd.
The third step is aaiustmcnt, or
learning new habits ofmind. When I first
started this process, I had one technique.
When I noticed that I was reiterating or
generating damagi.ng thinking patterni1
I sang Pachabel's Canon to myself until
I could change the subject. Now I have
a whole repertoire of mantras (repeated
phrases) and breathing exercises that help
to cleanse '!'Y mind and guide me back to
kindness. You can mai<c up your own,
but my favorite simQle mantra is t his:
may I be happy, mayl be healthy, may I
be peaceful, may I be free. Repeat until
you relax and remember your natural
goodness and light.
1n this montn of Valentines and this
season of returning light, l invite you
to turn your loving attention inward
and notice how you could substantially
improve the quality of your days by the
way that you are present toyour own self.
Tl-ie postures described below stretch
open the heart and restore vitality to the
whole being.

Intention:Begin your practice with a moment of stillness in which you affirm your intention to practice with compassion and mindfulness.
Sphinx:
Begin lying belly-down on your yoga mat. Tuck your handsin under your shoulders with fingers spread wide and elbows close to
your ribcage. Lift one leg and extend itlong. reaching your toes towards the wall behind you and then put it down.Repeat with
the other leg.This will ensure that you are not compressing your spine. Press your lower belly, your thighs, and the tops ofyour feet
firmly into themat. Press gently with your hands as you arch your torso up from the mat Slideone hand and the other forward
untilyouare resting on your forearms. Press your belly and arms firmly against the mat as you lift your heart Please release if there
is any pinching inyour low back. Hold the posture for five slow breaths and thenrelease. Repeat several times ifyou like. When
youarecomplete,bendyourkneesandswayyourlowerlegssidetosidetoreleaseyourbackandhips.
Bridge:
Begin lying on your back with your knees bent and feet flat on the floor about hip width apart.Rest your arms palms down beside your
torso. Press your feet and arms firmly into the mat and lift your hips, rolling your weight up towards your shoulders. Lift as high as your
back flexibility allows without strain. Walk your shoulderblades deeper underneath you to cushion your spine and expand your upper
chest. optionally interlacing your fingers. As you hold the posture, engage your inner thighs to ensure that your knees don't collapse wide.
Sustain the posture for at least five long breaths, or until your legs and back fatigue. Release slowly, andrepeat several times if you like.Hug
your knees into your chest for acomplimentary backstretch.

Warrior I:
Standinthemiddleofyourmatwithyourfeeta littlewiderthanhipwidthapart.Steptherightfootforwardandbendyourknee. lfyouseekamore
challenging pose, step the left foot further back. Keep the bent knee above yourankle, and especially do not let it extend in front of your ankle.The back leg
is engaged by pulling the hip forward as you extend the heel back. If you take a fairly wide stance, the back heel will come off the mat, but you can still press
back towards the mat lift your arms up overhead. To add aheart opening stretch, interlaceyourfingers(except the index fingers), lower your hips abit, and
stretch into agentle back arch.To release, bring your hands to your front thigh and support yourself as you step the back leg forward. Repeat on the second
leg.

Dancer:
Stand comfortably tall with your feet about hip width apart Raise your left arm and rotate your right arm open ('hitch-hiker's posej. Shiftyourweight into
your left leg and bend your right knee, lifting your foot into your waiting hand. Pres.s your foot into your hand and lift your toes towards the sky, opening an
arch in your back. Avoid the temptation to splay your knee out wide by keeping it tracking near the standing leg.Hold for at least five slow breaths or until
you lose your balance. Repeat on theoth€r leg.

Pause:
Liedown in·sleepingpuppypose'onyourbackwithlegsandarmsreachingtowardstheskyinaveryrelaxedsortofway.When
you are complete, hug your knees into your chest and rest. Close your eyes. breathe slowly and feel the effects of your movements.
Gill!! thanks for your practice and repeat these phrases several times: may I be happy; mayI be healthy; may I be peaceful; may l be

free.

Rebecca Johanna Stephans, Kripa lu Certified Yoga Teacher since 1994, has 21 years experience in the healing arts.
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For the love ofPeaks!

BY FRAN HOUSTON

My first months on Peaks Island
were during the summer and fall
of 1980~ before leaving for Nairobi,
Kenya ror nearly two years. Early
in 198)J.l recall 1J,ing on my bed in
the Y vvCA in Nairobi, thin king
"As I am exploring the world, 1
need an anchor... And Peaks Island
would be an excellent anchor! "
And I did return to Peaks Island
in 1983 and P.urchased my home in
1984. The Island has been a good
place to pursue my search for the
ideal - the ideal world, the ideal
community, and the ideal life for
myself. I have been away in the Peace
Corps twice, for a total of six years, to
Honduras and Tamaica, and each time
I have looked (orward to returning to
myhome anchor - Peaks Island.
The island community is full of
interesting, multi-talented people1
many of whom 1 have enjoyea
working with. W orki ng and
volunteering _at the school and the
Children's -Workshop helped me
meet many of the Island 's families

and children. Other Islanders and I
have worked at improving the life and
the environment on Peaks t hrough
groups like PINA (Peaks Island
Neighborhood Association), CERT
(Communit:r, Emergency Response
Team), PEAT (Pcal<.s Environment
Action Team), and The Fifth Maine.
Mr, life-Jong desire to explore and
unaerstand tbc world is also possible
here, on Peaks Island, as much as
a1!}'Where else in the world.
Ig_rew up chieOyin New York City,
graauating from Smith College 111
1950. Then I was married l ived
on the eastern end of Long island,
N.Y. and had two children. I lived in
Maine for 5 years and then moved to
Cambridge to earn a Masters degree
in Education, and to work at the
Chi ldren's Museum in Boston under
the direction ofDr. Beajarnin Spock's
son, Michael. In the 1<J70's I became
an Assistant Professor at Lesley
Graduate School in Cambr idge.
As my children grew up and moved
to different P.arfs of tnc country, I
was able to follow my long-stancfing
interest in exploring the world ana
understanding what makes it work.
I studied new educational models in
Mexico and England and explored
India for four months.
In 19761 I bought land in southern
Maine, ouilt a small cabin, and
later took a job in Saco, Maine. A
colleague iritroduced me to Peaks
Isla no where I studied my future
options - and decided to go to Kenya
- not yet knowing that the Island
would be my anchor.

Have you l,v,d on Ptaksfar a long time?
Do you /Jaw a Ptaks Island story to tell of
memories from thild~d or that illustrates
why you low living here? Plea,e email or
call Fran Houston. She has already htard
somt gr_eat storits and sht wants to hear
y_ours.-fran_hourton@hotmail.com, or call
766.2186.

Cynthia Cole

photo by Fran Houston

Peace of Mind Shouldn't
Come With a Cost.
Open an Advantage Checking account and we'll give you free
online credit monitoring to help safeguard against identity
theft. Just one of t he many rewards of Advantage Checking.

Advantage Checking1
- Unlimited use of non-Maine Bank & Trust ATMs
with no Maine Bank & Trust fees2
- Free checks\ money orders and traveler's checks
- Preferred rates on CDs.and Home Equity Lines of Credit
- Free identity theft protection with
online Equif~ credit monitoring
- 165 year history of strength and stability
Call - 1.877.888.1747
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A 1\out wallet atyle, one free box per order.
The crodit monitoring oiler 1s tor ~t-*>Ae Bank & Tnw.Advanta(e cbecking cwit.omers only. Credit monlt:C)rini;r will remain tree and in effect du.riog the term thal lh~
AdvMtaee cbeddrtc account remains open. 0 2009 Maine B1mk & Tl"W!lt. Me~ber' FDIC
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of another fifty copies.
Footnote: 1. Several back copies are still
The Star is not only an island
essentia l, supported by donat ions mis.rinK. I(y_ou have any old copies pleast
and volunteers, but clea,:!y_presents a co11tacltfie 7ibrary.
(P.
I.
E.
S)
2. Had this arficltbem createdi11 India
new definition of a FRI<:t PRESS.
A special thanks to all those past my 912 words wrmld have Kt11erated
and present whose volunteer energy $6. 84 in wages, but Publis!ier Kroi11
is hard to remain an analog person in con~i.nues this bright shining A1tra also be/iroes in a FREE PRESS.
trad,t1on.
a gjgital world.
Tne effect is everywhere.
Newspapers a ll over the nation
have enfier closed or consolidated.
The Tribune Company media
conglomerate has filed for bankruP.tcy.
I'
by Palmer -,
__::._
The Christian Science Monitor
now publishes only on weekends,
comP.l emented by a daily web site.
The Pasadena Star News nas writers
in India creating feature articles for
$7.50 per 1,000 words. The Harvard
S!'.juare newsstand may close Out of
Town News. The Casco Bay Weekly
has disaP.peared, and even our own
Portlancl Press Herald faces an
uncertain future.
LEFI': Priscilla Webster,
I must confess that, while still a
newsprint aficionado, I da_ily view
Roseann Walsh, Larry
over five newspapers on the internet.
Blakt, Gene Taylor, Alice
In about 20 mjnutes I can scan the
Kennedy.
headlines and feature articles, read
my favorite columnist, laugh at the
cartoons and enjor. the Letters 10 the
Editor. Ail of this is not only free but
re@ires no costly recycling. Shortlr,
TV' will join the digitized" world of
newspapers, records film and books
to almost complete tI1e analog change
over. I say almost because there is one
exception: the Peaks Island Star.
Recently I invested fourteen hours
reading past copies of the Star that
The STAR crew, LEFT:
chronicled 28 years of Peaks Island
happening,s. December 2008
SuiyKane
Issue 28, Volume 28 marked 336
BOTI'OM: Kay Ta)~Or,
continuous monthly P,ublications of
this essential and poptilar newspaper/
Al Bondi.
newsletter. You can track the constant
transformation of our wonderful
island community through these
many pages.
In the earlr. years of the Peaks
Island Branch library, Marianna
Rowe, Louise Capizzo and Lorraine
Spea1 - all librarians - iound that
with the demise of the Island
Breeze t here was a need for better
year-round communication between
all the organizations on the island.
They created the Peaks Island Star
and used as their symbol the fiveleggyd star fish (created by Sam
BY JERRY GARMAN
Mc-Cain's daughter Leslie). Each leg
The newspaper has always been represented a specific island service:
Peaks Island Veterinary Service, LLC
an important part of my hfe. My health center, <fay care1Hbrary, senior
mother would P,lace a newspaper in ~itizens center and pubJic safety._Early
Barbara Burkholder, DVM
the bottom of the canary cage, and ,ssucs were commerc,allr. prtnted1
also use t he newsprint to dispose paid for t hrough donated funds ana
House Calls & Office Visits
of garbage (before plastic -bags). created by volunteers.
Wax-annealed sweet potatoes were
The Star has su rvived t hrough
wrapped in newsprint for winter the years by continual change and
1-207-766-2628
181 Island Ave
storage in the root cellar. Newspapers adaptation without advertising, and
By
appointment only
Peaks Island, ME 04108
were used to start fires and to wrap now flourishes under the-personal
dishes in preP,aration for a move. attention of librarian P riscilla
Almost all families had a scrapbook of Webster. It has evolved from two
!lewspapcrclippings. Even myfuther's pages of reports on about five island
pb :15 a newspjper pre,!'smai,i ucd our acttvities to six pa~ with 28 activities
reported. Duringlhe summer months
lamily to the rourth Estate .
It seemed natural that my brot her as many as 36 isTand events are listed.
and I had a large paper route. Each Visitors alway,~ ~ t a strange look
morning througn sun, wind, rain and when they ask, "Whatdoesonedoon
snow we delivered news ofpresidential an island?" If the Star were to change
elections and death, war and P,eace the logo it would have to be a hydra or
and industrial recovery to our loyal perhaps a centipede.
customers; it was not orily a job but an
It is now funded by personal
education. Our father arranged many donations and income from a copier.
SNOW M.OW1NG/llLOWING
tours of our regional newsr.aper. I can Each month, designated reporters
8RU$H REMOVAL
file
their
typed
COP,Y
to
Prisci
Ila
or
still hearthelinorype macfiines noisily
formatting daily columns followeo Roseann \,Yaish.,, wno then create a
CARPENTRY
by the smell of mats and hot lead layout "dummy . Only_thrcc thing~
P,AINTING
used to create printing plates for the on the islancf are CH ISLED IN
CAR
REPAIR
monstrous presses. As an eight-year GRAN !TE: CBITD boat schedules,
old I was amazed how a giant web of the TEIA and St. ChristoP,her
JUMP STARTS
paper produced that foldea newspaper summer f.tirs1 and the 6 p.m. deaaline
107.4 I S.4915 OUHP RUNS
wfiicli my brother and I delivered ro on the 25t n of eacli month for
LAN DSCAPING
one hundred customers. During the submission of copr.·ready articles for
fE NCt: REPAIR
war years we would even collecf and each month's Star. Articles are limited
bale old newspapers to earn money for to half a J)l!ge in a font of your choice.
BASEMENT CLEANING
Team leaders Kay Ta).'.lor and Suzy
summer BoyScoutcamp.
WASHER/ORY ER RE.PAIR
It is hard to realize tnat, within my Kane coordinate the efforts of Alice
,ROPERTY CA.Rf.TAKING
lifetime, printed matter has come Kennedy, Al Baldi, Gene Tavlor and
TOWING OH AHO OFF ISLAND
under incredible pressure to survive Larry Blake in the process ofcutting,
in its current form. The advent of the r.astmg 1 cop_ymg stapl ,ng ana
l'AUL IAJOGC$
computer and the internet would have clistribut,on ofhunareds of cop_ies of
,,,,.,v..,.,~@aOl,..«ir-di•nCALL PAUL
macfe Johannes Gutenberg, inventor the Star each month. Tom and t:laine
~'Mw4o. O.-.- tQuot• ~ •
Call m~. I can do anything.
-.e.allpwl~o::om
of the printing press, very Jealous - it Qyigg assist Roseann in the mailing
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HELLO from AWAY
The Great White
North and"The City'
BY N INA SCHMIR

(The longstanding tradition of
lightin.it a Cnristmas tree there begat!
in 1933, with the first televised
ligl}ting in 1951. The Tree is typically
a 'Norwar. spruce, with a height of 75
to 90 feet being tl'ic preferred size, and
people who grow ornamental Norway
spruces all over the States - the tree
is native to Eucopc, not to America send in photos to Rockefeller Center

T he Brooklyn Bridge in winter.

photo by Carolina Sanchez Boe

The C ity_ ... meaning, of course,
New York City.
This is where I live year round1 but
for the last four or five years I've oeen
escaping the concrete 1ungle du~h1g
the liolio~ season for the tranquility
of Peaks Jsland. W hat better way to
spend the New Year's holiday than
jamming with island friends and
toasting the new r.ear with cups of
cha mpagne held inJ;loved hands
while huadled on the Blick Shore?
The thought of CS\;:\J?!l}J1; to an even
colder climate than NYC"'s may seem
an odd habit, but Peaks Island is the
perfect winter get-away as far as I'm
concerned.
Don't get me wrong. New York Ciry
in winter is full of cliarms, especially
at C hristmas. Nowhere compares
to the Big Apple at Christmastime!
T he energy m t he air is electric the tourists converge in hoards at
Rockefeller Cente r to admire "the
Tree".

illustration • graphic design
logos • identities • packaging • fun fine art
commissioned gifts
Look for One-of-a-kind Art & Gifts at
GEM Gallery, Eli Phant, or On-line at www.timnihoff.com

207.766 5960

I

www.timnihoff.com

I

tim@timn,hoff com

hoping theirs will be picked. Once
chosenbit's trucked in and decorated
with 3 000 lights attached to five
mi les of wire, and is lit from early
December to early January. Bundlecfup revelers gliding around the ice rink
in front of fhe Tree add to the beauty
and spectacle.)
A snort st roll down Fifth Avenue
OP.ens up a world of glittering, storytelling holiday displar,s that adorn
the wmdows of Saks Fifth Ave Lord
& Taylor, and Bergdorf Goodman.
W hile some people gaze around in
dreamlike states, t hrongs of others
push past them in the rush for last
minute _gifts. Music is in the air
in Ma noattan at Christmas time;
carolers sing on church steps and the
sound of Sal vation Army_bells evokes
a nostalgia Qarticular to New York.
But as1ae lrom the lights and bells of
Broadway1_New York 'has a particular
lonely f!Uatlty in winter. Thebare trees
often lack the snow and the ice that
adorn New England trees, and when
snow falls in tlie citY, it quickly turns
to gray slush. The heat emanating
from the subways and througli
building foundations keeps all lfot
t he heaviest snowfall from sticking
around for more than a few hours.
When one of those heavy storms
actually hits the city stops in 1ts tracks
and for a stellar instant everyone's
breathing slows and nothi ng moves.
It's incomparable, for only tlien does
true qu iet and reflection descend
upon this urban jungle of neverending bustle and motion.
Yet with all the beauty of New
York during this season, there's a
pull that the winter chill of the state
of Maine - the Great White North
to those of us farther south than
New Haven - has that's inexplicable.
The pull of huddling close to a wood
stove, trampling t li rough the snow
and ice, wonderin~ if lhe car will
start. But mostlyi,..it s the quiet. The
blessed quiet of a reaks Island winter,
when only the hardiest of tourists
will brave the 20 minute crossing
on the Casco Bay ferry. When I am
A Brooklyn neighborhood on Smith especially happy to be backhl force
Street in slushy, sliort·lived winter snow, myself to stand on deck on t e most
frigid evening; although, th~t pasti!nc
phota by N ina Schmir 1s qu,cl<ly proving to 'be a btt lacking

7
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Nina Schmir demonstrates bow a jogger can figure-skate on th• "No Parking" pond
on Peaks Island last year.
photo by Ronda Dalt

in intelligence, as it usually results in
the temporary loss of feeling in my
fi~ers and toes.
On Peaks Island caroling takes on a
whole different meaning1 as one can
bravely meander througn the silent
streets, singing loudly fo whomever
feels like listening, without competing
with either car horns or other carolers.
(I've never encountered any other than
n1y own {l;ro~p of singers).
,
Peaks J sland may not be adorned
with Norway 5_pruccs, but there are
any number of naturally occurring
Cfuisrmas trees to walk among ano
a<;lmire. \1\/hen their branches sway
under the weight of pi les of snow, or
tingle in iCY, captivit);, I can't turn my
eyes away. l' ll Ii~ely ueeze to my spot
due to my unwillingness to leave.
But I must move because the little
frozen-over pond on the Back Shore
beckons, the perfect place to skate in
one's shoes, slipping and sliding and

praying the ice doesn't break.
Still though, the best reason to
spend a w inter's day - or week, or
month - on Peaks Island is the color
of the ocean off the Back Shore. The
patient, indefatigable waves, which
break against tl\e rocks to affirm
their power in all seasons, seem to
me e1P.ecially mighty on a winter's
day. The deeP. azure blue, crowned
bv a frothy ,vliite as water meets cock
before climbing steadily upward
towards an inevitable crash, is
mesmerizing and worth the trip
alone.
The city can't bring you this close
to nature, nor to tlle realization
of how gnall we are compared
to it. A New York Cirv winter is
glorious, filled with lights, action,
emr,ty trees and movrng feet. A
Peaks Island winter is liumbling
and P.eacefol. 1 feel lucky that I can
experience both of them.

Thompson
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NEWYEAR'.S DAY ON PEAKS ISLAND

l,l,in,len S~ttn~ Greater Portland and th, hl,.nJ., ot ( isco Ba,
\Vith winds from the northwest at around 25 knots and the air teme hovering
at a balmy 8 degrees, Noah Chalfant, Jon Chalfant, Craig Davis, Jeanne
Gulnick, John Holdridge, Marina Penalver,
Soley and Luna Soley take
t!'e plunge Th~rstfay,Jan. lat Sandy Beach._~ ease_chcc_k listings next year for
ttme ancflocatton as we encourage all to part1c1pate 10 thtS annual event.

lak

p1,oto by Laura Glendening

115 Island Avenue Peaks Island, ME 04108
207
766
5919
www

tjwhome
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THE ORIGIN OF THE PUZZLE, by Anna Tierney

DOWN

10

1.
2.
3.
4.

.,.,-..,...,..-·washy
Swelling_
ACROSS
Purse inBarcelona
Blister
1. Senator from 48 Across' state
5.
~,,,B,
C, D, or E
5. Latin prar.ers
6.
vv
nere
theaxes cross
9. Secret or aouble?
7.
Chisels
14. SubjectofSecond
8. Virgin Mary's mother
Commandment
9. Enrages
15. Press
10. Bul6ous p_lant ofhly family
16. Opposite ofzenith
11. River in Germany
17. Clioice
19. El _ _
12. City in France
13. Pans came from here
20. Renowned 19thccnturvship
18.
S_t9ps
21. The king in Zaragoza '
24. : :1yecious ___ ,"
22. Teering noise
8
23. Father and son writers
25.
Fifth or Island, abbr.
24. Sat. antecedent
26.
Chow, for example
25. "... r . - - - neighbor and
27.
Enough
(archaic)
weigh"
28. Unless (Latin); de mortuis nil
26. Lrneage
bonum
30. Poltroon
29.
Notnow
33. Not stern
30. First name of41 Across
34. It's in Bethesda, abbr.
31. Boisterous play
35. Black or 18
32. Mountain m France
36. Face
33. Whatbullsdo
37. What Paris did
36. Dalloway or Calabash
39. Current, briefly
37. Arose
40. Twisted
38.
Charlemagne's domain, in
41. Born Feb. 12, 200 years ago
short
42. Ty~
40. Join
45. ~ppleorpear
41. China has lots of them
46. ()ljJeCt
43.
Pierce, for example
47. -.....-- Stanley Gardner
44.
What a spider isn't
48. Southern college
45.
Preamble
51. Four make apint
47. Dodge
54. Development
48. Strenrrth
56. Homenc virtue, excellence
49. They nave a season
57. Famous islands
50.
Sidebar
58. Notdepressed
51. Gin, for one
59. What IO Down is noted for
52.
Land ofBam and Oum
60. Caroline's grandmother
53.
2,800-mile
Russianltver
61. Decree
54.
--,-~Schiele,
German
62. Where photos come from
expressionist
63. ~~- a porter (off the rack,
55.
Occasional Fenway equipment
in Paris)

14

17
0

'2

;
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SOLl.ll'ION TO LAST MOl'm-i'S PUZZLE

ISLAND~ TIMES
This Month's
Contributors
Thanks to the following people who
volunteered their time and talent to
produce this issue: Mike Rkhards, Jamie
Hogan, Chris Hoppin, Fran Houston,
Art Astarita, Rebecca Stephans, Justin
Palmer, Jerry Carman, Cynthia Mollus,
Mark Shain, Craig Davis, Irene
Schenstcd and R.D. \Vingf1eld. Special
thanks go to Jack Shallow for production
software.
The Island Times is on-line, thanks
mostly to the work of Pat Kelly. Please
check us out at W'IUW.isla11dtim,s.org.

aisle to
Tuesdays· shop for groceries before 11:30am
and they will be delivered by Casco Bay Lines
to Peaks Island that afternoon!

ro, rnore mformation inquire at Forest Ave. Hannaford
o< call 761·5965. Normal boal lee applies.

•
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Star Gazing

February 2009 Sky
Febru;i_ry was named for the
ancient Koman festival Februatio
performed QI.id-month to pu!e of
evil spirits. Young men woul run
naked through the streets do J?;ing
the women who tried to slow tnem
down, hoping to g:et hit by the
than~ ofe;oat skin the men swung
around, wli ich they thought woula
increase their fertility ano ease the
p,!in of childbirth.
1 know we want to keeP, the
schools fullhbut I hope nobody
tries this on t e islands.
Instead, let's t.Yrn to the other
~xplanation for fiebrnary's nime:
Latin "febris" means fever and the
purgativ_e of sweating, so get the
sauna gomg lllStead.

BY MIKE RICHARDS

THE PLANETS
This month brilliant Venus
dominates the southwestern sk~
over the mainland for severa
hours after sunset. She's the secon
P.lan!<t from the Sun (Earth i~
third} and the only planet named
after a goddess ratner that a god.
Because Venus is closer to the
Sun tha11 Earth, she orbits faster,
a.,nd shes now getting: closer to
J:<.;arth each day, s9 her illuminated
P,art is changing from a half-moon
shape into a crescent, worth a look
in l:,inoculars and telescopes.
As she app,roaches us, she
i;trows even brighter because the
illuminated pprfion covers IJlOre of
the skv and the angle of reflected
light ffom the sun grows shallower,
allowing th!! sunbeams to skip
off her cloud-tops on the way to
Illustration by Jamie H ogan Earth.
Venus was named for her beaun,,
but she has a _nasrx dispq~iti9p. Her
atmosphere 1~ carbon dt0X1de and
ber clouds and rain are sulfuric acid
(that's what's in your car batter_Y,
and wµl 1.:~t holes m your clothes ff
yQI! spill 1tJ.
Her clouds are 50 miles thick and
create a surface pressure 90 times
that of Earth's, like being 3000 feet
below the ocean's surface, way too
far
even for modern submarines.
DINING SERIES
Her surface temP,erature at the
equator is a~t 850° F, hot enough
to melt lead that's also in your car
battery, whic is why it's_s9 heavy}
and even ho tter tn;in Mercury,
The Inn On Peaks Island and Executive
which is closer to the :Sun.
Although she's nearly the size
Chef Christian Gordon proudly present
of Earth, she rotates too slowly to
develop a magnetic field, and she
e 2009 Island Dining Series.
rotates clock-.\rise1 the opposite of
the Sun and all me other planets.
Saturday FEB 14, 7pm
Her rotation period and orbital
period have becomc.synchrol).iu;d,
Valentine's Getaway
so she alf'.llYS sh ows Earth the
Romance. Champagne and a gourmet
same fac\: it you could sec it behind
the clouds.
meal your Valentine simply won'! forget.
Saturn rises a few hours after
sunset and is getting into good
Friday MAR 20, 7pm
telescopic- viewing position,
though its rings a~e stil.l nearly
Tapas & Tango
edge-on, reducing 1ts brightness
co~siderably.
Learn the forbidden dance with a local Tonga
eres is the largest asteroid
cns:ruclor and en1oy Chef Cordons tapes.
or itin..e; the Sun, so we call it a
"dwart-planet," and it reaches an
unusually close approach to Earth
Friday APR 10. 7pm
later this month.
In the morning before dawn,
Brewer's Best Beer Dinner
JuP,iter will dance w ith Mercury
TfY on award wiMing seleclion of Shipyard
ano l'\1ars out over Casco Bay, ana
will warrant packing binoculars as
beers with Chef Gordon·s gourmet pairings.
you head out the door.

THE INN ON PEAKS

ISLAND 20
09

Tickets: $45 each Coll for tickets: 207-523-5111
Or find out more at: www.lnnonpeaks.com
fit I~" 0~ l'LIKS lsu'°
33 ISL!.<D Am-n

•
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THESTARS
Oriqn, the best-known
constellation, is in its 11rime this
month and next, the three stars
in his belt lining up to give him
away. Note the color co ntrast
between the starsf red Betelgeuse
in h is left shou de r a nd white
Rigel in h is right foot. With

binoculars or telescope, check out
the sh immeril)j!; curtains of light
that form the G'reat Nebula in nis
sw....9rd.
·1ohis left, you'll notice Sifius, the
brightest §tar in our sky toecause
it's onbr. 8 ligh.tyears aw_ar,I aqd the
of fiis Big Vo?:, Cams MaJor.
urther t the left is Gemini th
wins, witg their heads to the le~
and feet to the right
Above Orion is the V-shaped
head of Taurus the Bull, and
above that is Pleiadt;s, a young,
rpgue star-cluster moving as a umt
through our,J!;alaxr.. A tilli-Moon
will pass in tfont of the top of the
cluster early thi~ month, winking
out one star at a time.

1w

THE CALENDAR
Feb. 2 - First-quarter Moon rises
late morning and is high at sunset.
Feb. 3 - The Moon's dark limb
will begin to occult the top stars
in Pleiades a little after 9 p.m.
tonight.
Feb. 7 - The MoQn's at P.Crigce,
its closest Roint to tarth this lrip
around, antl it's near Full Moon, so
the Sun and :Moon arc combining
their gravity to pull the tides higher
the next few days.
Feb. 10 - The highest tide this
mol}th at 11:19 this morning;
the lowest tide this month at 5:37
tonight.
Feb. 9 - Ftdl "Snow" Moon will
be setting over the city for th9se
on the <;ar!,y boat to town this
"Moon-day morning, a few hours
too early for us to see t he partial
lunar edipse which will be visible
to those a thousand or more miles
wesr 9f us, and even they will see
the Moon darken only slightly as it
passes ,1nder the penumbra or outer
edge ot earth's shadow.
Feb. 10, 11 - If you h appen to
notice a Qale yellow dot nexf to the
Moon, ifs Saturn.
Feb. 16 - If r,ou're on the early
boat this Monaay mqrnin11:, pack
your binocular§ a nd looR back
through Whitehead Passage: in
the _pre-dawn blush. brigh~-white
]l!.P1ter and ruddy Mars nse out
ot"the ocean and appear to almost
touch, with/iny Mercury above
and righ t o tnem Ahead the
Last-Huarter Moon falls over tape
Elizal:,eth.
Feb. 23 - If yo_u wake up before

6 a.m. th is 'Mond ay and can

see stars, go backsbore with
binoculars as the thinnest crescent
Moon cradles Jupiter Mars and
l-1ercurr, out over the May. You can
ittill make the bo\lt, if you w_ant.
·1omorrow morning you might
need a telescope to separate 9ur
solar system'~ 01ggest and smallest
planets, they II be paired so closely.
Feb. 24- New Moon means no
moon to spoil the contrast when
we look at the Oric;m :"-!ebula, the
gigantic clouds ot gas and oust
sw1rlingpver vast _str~ches of space
eve,ntuilly coUapsmg lllto new stars
and planets.
Feb. 25- Asteroid Ceres is closer
the Earth now than it has been the
last centurY. and a half and closer
than it will be for the next two
millennia.
Feb. 27- If Y,OU are walkin_g_ home
2ff the 4:30 boat, look back over
:South Portland~.a thin crescent
Mo91J W,ints to Venus above, like;
the Muslim syP1.bol s for peace and
prosperity, and the spring equinox
1s only 3 weeks away.
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Thinking Pink
BY JAMIE HOGAN

by bot h members and non-members,
the island Prayer Shawl Ministry
itroµe ,h~. b.c;en i!1vited. to di~lay
shawls lfom theu ptOJCCt. Gem
members learned that since forming
in November 2007, 207 shawls have

Feb/Mar 2009

have taken J?art, with a current
roster of 12, three of rhem crossing
the bay to participate.
"It's amazinit how h~alin_g _rbc
process is for The knitters. We're·
be}ng healed by this project as well," '
said Rebecca.
During the Gem Gallery show,
six shawTs will be displayed, mosdy
those still in possess ion of the
knitters. A collage will feature
quotes from the stack of thank-yous
received along with a map of the
shawls' destinations. Knitters will
be knittinit in the gallery during the
cxhibi1, taking donations towards
sup,P.lies and requests.
'.i\lo request is too small," said A collection of thank yous from redpionts
Rebecca. ,IVhilc many are given for ofprayer shawls
pl,oto &y]amie Hoga,o
comfort or solace, some are given
in celebration as well. Rebecca has
noiic!!d a "subtle ripple effect" while I'm a frustrated artist so this brings
satisfaction. I can combine my love
kruttmg.
"When I'm knitting in public, of colors and textures with a chance
pe~ple come up to tall< to f!le, Men to give. ba,fk to this wonderfu l
smil e . It touches people 111 some community.
I was touched to see Doreen
way, bri.nging a connection to i,oy or
memories of a grandmother she McCann wearing her shawl on
said. The shawls are infused with the cover of the last Island Times,
the company of others, friendship, Qhocographed after voting for the
music1.praycrs, and blessings. They first ttmc. The level of supportive
are delivered locally by two Trom the energy on Peaks Island never ceases
g~oup, or shipped in ooxes decorated to amaze me. "Think Pink Give
Love" opens Saturday, Jan. 31, with
with1:tearts.
A kn itter for over 50 xears, an artists' reception on Friday, Feb.
Margaret Br_a_gdon joine<I the 6. I anticipate not only the passionate
Prayer Shawl Min is try at the very arc on t~e wal\s, 'l,ut s.eeing "tangible
beginning. "Thursday afternoons are r,rayer 111 action with fhe prayer
sacred. It s so lovelY, co get together shawl display.
with like-minded folks. It's refaxing.

Gem members (back row) Diane Wieneke, Suzanne Parrott,Judith MacAllister,
(front row} La.,.ndier Myers, and Stephanie Eliot make exhibition plans at a Gem
Gallery meeting in January.
pl,oto by]amit Hogn11
I joined a small cadre of artists been made andjrjven away. Lavendier
at the Gem Gallery Thursday Myers noted, "n's an anthroP<?logical
Jan. 8 to envision another .Year ot movement. It reaffirms religio us
cxhibiciqg work collect ivefY,. The rituals."
Rebecca Stephans, founder and
Holiday ~llop was successful i:lespite
the lack of specific Christmas g_uideo£thegroupJ. wrote in thclsland
items. Discussions revolved around 1 'imes' Dec/Jan 2lJ07 that the "Prayer
marketing ideas and the need to Shawl Mimstl]' was conceived in
establish the _g;,Jl~ry's P,rofi.le beyond 1998 by Janet Bristow and Victoria
word of mouth. Members on hand Galo, two graduates of The Hartford
volunteered to P.Ursue various tasks Semin¥y ,n Hartford, CT." Rebecca
around promotion and expanding learned this serendipitously through
d isplay oP,portunities both on islana a mutual friend whife at the Brackett
and elsewhere. Gallery duties, drawn Church par,;onage, visiting Rev. Desi
from a hat, are shared.by 13 full-time Larson.
"I want co do this," she said. Her
and 12 part-time members.
The first exhibit of2009 will be the intuitive ambitions have led to weekly
February_ Benefit for Breast Cancer, sessions on Thursday afternoons
"Think 1'ink Give Love." A portion whe n a dozen women knit, pray,
of l)roceeds suQPorts t he South and bless their creations that are
Portland Cancer Community Center. given to anyone in need of comfort
Along with artworks large and small or congratulations. Over 20 knitters

Prayer Sbawl Ministry knitters Anne Hinderer, Diane Clark, and Marilyn Staples
enjoy their form ofservice.
photo by Emily Sherwood

The Addison-Woolley Gallery co install, "what with the weather and
launched a new exhibit ofcelebrity images all," said Fahn ley, and is accompanied
hr. local photographer John Falinky, all by interesting, sometimes lengthy
taken on the sly at performances and rock descriptions otcach photograph, wbich
BY l<EVJN ATTRA
concerts throu_ghout the country. The · he wrote as well. The tag for a very 1960s
show, called "It's Only Rock & Roll", shot of a long haired guy named John
opened Fridav, Jan. 22, and a tightly Wobbly standing out on a limb wearing
knit, spirited hand of Fahnley's friends fringecl knee boots reads, "This is a
and lil<c· minded guerilla artists mixed picture of the front man for the firebrand,
with the crowd, pnotographing people punk-roots-reggae-activist band, the
as they walked in, schmoo,jng 1t up and \Vobblic,,.." He told me later it was him.
"You want my life story?" he said,
generally having a lot offun.
"Some of thcyictures were taken under "Music1 e hotography, writing, starving
duress," said Fahnley, explaining that to deam. The show continues througli
after 1975, cameras were not alfowcd :'.larch 22.
at concerts. The show spans a .,.._,,.....,==,_..,......-..,.,..,
career of cap1uring the famous
and the obscure on siage from
1968 to just a few months
ago, and although some of the
images are just imagcsksome
will hook vou bad, ma e you
laugh, or weird you out.
His up close. out of focus shot
of Jonathon Richman at the
Space Gallery with beady red
eyes is hostile (not to mention
the only one he got permission
for, he says), and while the 1968
image ofBo Diddley is as joyful
A 1968 image of Bo Oiddley, part ofJohn Fabnley's collection of celebrity shots that as liis name Frank Sinatra
will be showing through March 22 at the Addison-\Vooley Gallery on Market Sueet. and his band are appallingly JohnfahnleyacthearropeningJan.22.
miserable.
photo byKevin Attra
photo byKcvi>J Attra T he exhibit took two days
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The Language of
Movement
STORY & PHOTOS BY JAMIE HOGAN

years. She majored in literature and
dance at Marlboro College in Vermont,
immersed in semiotics ano transforming
texts on Renaissance heroes into dance
movements. Her teacher, Dana Holbf,
was a major inspiration for Sharoan s
aP.proach to dance.
"1 was trained in New Orleans, but I

and/or turns, an allegro and end with a
reverence.
"So far we haven't done any improv or
g;>!TICS; She adds.
Sharoan's vision for her studio is to
provide more dance evel'}':"here for
students to explore dance formally as
well as in their lifeJ to not have a "bad
ballet story to tell and "to be able to
step into any dance class and feel good".
She aspires to merge movement with
literature, to look ar stories in a different
war.. "I want students to find a language
in their movement and find a movement
in their langu~c," she said.

Sharoan wilrperform Saturday, Feb. 7
atMarlboroCone~,bringingher11assion
for dance full circle. In honor of Dana
Holby's retirement, she's choreographed
a piece in which her partner's movements
symbolize dance itself. It is her falling

out oflove with dance, but not being able
to leave it, of being lifted again by cfancc.
A Jaeanese flute aCCOmJ>arues the dance,
and i:he audible intake of breath between
notes becomes a metaphor for the inhale
and exhale of her story. A haiku forms
the title ofthe piece:
the air inside out
twilight hue embraces clouds
welcoming dawn's breath
After the performance in Vermont,
Sharoan will be preparing her students
for a recital~possibly in May, and most
lik~at the reaks Island School.
"The children on Peaks are not too
shy to try things. T hey love cooperative
choreography and improvising from
a possi6lc narrative. You can't remove

humanity from the arts," she said.

Sharoan interprets her rdationshjp with dance for an upcoming performance

danced in Vermont," she said. "Dana
believed everybody was a da ncer. I
embraced modern dance with her.
Creating a dance not from a set of ideals
but from my own physicality."
At 24, though, "I was done dancing_.
Sharoan moved to San Francisco a nd
eventually stopped taking dance classes.
She married Joe Dupont and moved to
Peaks Island without ever setting foot on
the island. "It was a craeshoot," she said.
Yet, she missed dancing. She began to
sec dances in her bead. It was a hassle
and expensive to take classes in Portland,
but she realized that was no reason to
stop dancing. In her job as a Montessori
teacher, she started using movement with
the children in her classes. In addition,
she worked privately with some dancers
in need ofsummer work-outs.
In the summer of 2006, she met 14·
rear-old Ju li a Cooley1 then 11, at a
drop-in class in Portlana while Julia was
visiting from San Francisco. Sharoan bad
ordcrcil a barre that somehow wound up
in Portland, Oregon, "so we made this
makeshift barre out of a car rack," said
Julia. "It was pretty cool.
"Sharoan's a great dancer and has a cool
histor)'.(• she said. •1 told her she should
teach ittle kids, too.• Julia moved to
Peaks Island with her family last January
and now dances with the Portland Ballet.
Sharoan later arranged with Betsy
Stout to use her studio for classes ancl
rehearsal sr,ace. "It all came together in
that Peaks sland way," said Sharoan.
As an adult, a mother, and teacher,
she believes you can teach structure,
discipline, and respect, but "you don't
need 10 be reprimanded."
Her classes emphasi7,e the
pbysiologr. and positions
of ballet, but encourage
P.lay. In youth classes, tlie
aancers play games. They
choose music - either
instrumental. jazz, or
classical - and one dancer
begins to move. When
Sharaon says, •freeze",
the next dancer begins,
picking up on the sliapcs
and patterns just made.
Sharoan's adult class is
a pretty srraight forward
adult beginning ballet
class, as sbe describes it,
emphasizing alignment,
placement and technique.
She says it's relaxing
and good for ga ining
Sharoan Dupont rehearses in the ballet studio on Puks flexil:i11ity and 6alance.
Island
"We have been doing
center, an adagio, waltes
"I like the view of the ocean," said
Imogen Moxhay recently about Sharoan
Dupont's ballet class. Although Imogen
has taken ballet classes in -Port land,
she says "I like the small space near our
homes. Sharoan helps us understand
things bctterthan in a big class."
Imogen's class offive students meets on
Monday afternoons. Three classes run
on Thursdays by age grouP.: 3 to 5 yearolds, kinder:garteners to third graders,
and adults. Sharoan is excited tol,c back
in a s tudio. "How often do you have a
space [like this] to move in?" she asked.
She recalled a moment when she was
eight years old, watchin_g a performance
o f Swan Lake. She s10gled out two
dancers in the corps to watch. Although
their bodies were a contrast in size and
shape, the illusion ofgrace was the same.
She saw then that dance was not about
the individual. It had a larger story to tell.
At 10, she studied at the Giacobbe
Academy of Dance in New Orleans,
gaining a s tric t fo undation in the
anatomy and historr, of dance while
learning technique. She danced with
the New Orleans Youth Ballet among
students pursuing a professional career.
Although she st udied t he Graha m
technique and was chosen to dance with
the Afvin Ailey dancers, she became
ambivalent about the profession.
"I acce_pted the fact th at I wasn't
comperetive or into being a ~ , former. 1
like to play and move my boo,x through
time and space," she said. 1 wanted
to create world peace through dance,"
she laughs, musing about lier college

'~-~---

Sbaroan congratulates her students following a recital at Peaks Island School in June
2008.
YOGA ON PEAKS
REBECCA JOHANNA snPHANS
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From the FIFTH MAINE
THEKOSRAEANS
BY KIM MACISAAC

The historic materials found in the
collection at the Fifth Maine Regiment
Museum range from the mundane like
old fern· schei.lules from the early 1900's
(islanders have always lived by them)
to the unusual like _pieces of Civil War
hardtack - the basic food of the Civil
War soldier and sailor.
O ne of the most curious is the rather
de li cate,
decorative
piece shown
here. It is
crafted of
beads, a
crochet like
thread, and
thin strips of
bamboo or a
reed of some
kind. Noone
is sure what
it may have
been used for - one person suggested
it was used as a tray for serving banana
leaves or something of that sort.
An intriguing story, as told by Dorothy
Skillingt, explains how this piece came
to Peaks island.
Sometime after the Civil \11/ar,
probably about 1866, Harry Skilling of

Portland, Maine, set out for the Pacific,
probably on a whaling ship. One of those
many whalers who traded the hard life of
a whaling ship for the pleasures of island
life, he jumpea ship, settled on the island
ofKosrae.
Kosrae, consisting of two islands and a
number ofminor islets, is the easternmost
of the Caroline Islands, Micronesia.
During WWII it was occupied by the
Japanese and, in 1945, freed by American
forces.
As was the custom in M icronesia,
Harry took four wives to whom he
appeared equally devoted, and fathered
a son, Fred.
Fred married
a Kosraean
woman
named Sepe
and fathered
11 child ren
with her.
H arry's
descendants
now total
about ¼ of
the 7000
inhabitants
of Kosrae. Many were educated in the
United States. Some ofthose descendants
connected with the Peaks Island branch
of the family traveled to Peaks Island to
a Skillin~ family reunion several r,ears
ago. This decoratl\'e piece was brought to
Maine by them and later donated to the
F'ifthMaine.
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ABOVE: Computer gener.ited image ofthe proposed wind turbine f'i<ld on Vinalhaven as it would appear installed.

pl,oro courwy ofFox island Wind 1i1rbi>1c LLC

PEAT invites wind
turbine energy project
leader to give talk
BY KEVIN ATTRA

At a public meeting held at the Inn
on Monday, Jan. 12, George Baker
economics professor at t he Harvard
Business School and wind energy
consulta nt for th e Island Institute,
described the nuts and bolts o.f a

George Baker presenting the Fox Island
Wind Turbine P roject at the Inn Monday
evening,Jan.12.

<taffplx,to

Storm Warnings
BYKEVINATTRA

Winter is a hazardous t ime. Cold
temperatures free-,e pipes as well as
people, and storms knock out electric
power with alarming frequency. Police
and fire fighters get to see it all.
"\.Ye're called m for everything; said
Captain Sean Neal of the Portland Fire
Department, "Ff02en pipes, r.ou name
it. We get called for P.luggeo toilets."
We asked members of tlie police and
fire departments to explain t he most
common hazards people run into in
winter, and what they can do to protect
themselves.
At the top of Capt. Neal's list is the
use of un-vented heaters that bu rn
combustible fuel - like portable kerosene
heaters - not for the risk of fire so much
as carbon monoxide~isoning.
Carbon monoxide (chemical formula
CO) is an odorless and invisible gas that
gets taken _u_p by the body in prcTcrence
to oxygen. When enough of it is around,
it will kill you. "You don't even know it's
hitting you," said Capt. Neal. "People
shouldlie aware, in the house sometimes
residual CO from the garage shows up."
He recom mends putting a CO detector

$ 14 million w ind turbine project
being developed on Vinalhaven, and
explained how a similar project mjgbt
be implemented on Peaks Island. The
proposed facili!Y, known as the Fox
Islands Wind Turbine Project, will
u tilize three 1.5 megawatt turbines
located on a 74 acre hilftop in the middle
of the island
Baker was invited to SJ>Cak by members
of the Peaks Island environmental
Action Team who bad been impressed
by his presentation at an lslaoo Institute
conference some months earlier.
l nterest in alternative energy has soared
in the last few years, accordjng to Phillip
Conkling, founder and presii:lent of the
lsland Jnstitute, which co-sponsored the
event along with the Shipyard Brewing
Company. He said that throughout
the 1980s and 1990s "you wouldn't get
six eeople in room for something like
this , but that now there are numerous
organ izations willing to finance these
projects.
In his presentation, Baker explained
that in order to install a wind turbine
plant the community needed enough
wind power to make it feasible, a way
to distribute the electricit)' generated,
and the ability to finance the 8rojeet Fox Island's turbines alone wi . cost an
estimated S7.5 million.
He also made a point of emphasizing
that the project would need the support
of the entire community, "100 rercent",
he said because the towers are 250 feet
tall, the blades a nother 150 feet, and
although they do not reportedly make
much noise, they would be liard to
ignore.
,
• Everyone has to Iive with it."
He ailded that, based on recently
proposed property set back requirements,
a single tur&inc would neci:I 65 acres
of land. The Vinal haven project
utilizes three turbines, but because it is
grandfathered in, they will be installed
on one 74 acre parcel.
in the house. "It can be as simJ)le as one
you plug in a wall," he said. There are
curre ntly no regulations that require
CO detectors the way_ smoke alarms are
mandated, but Capt. Neal said legislation
is being drafted in Augusta to make
them mandatory. "I have kids, I have a
CO detector, no q_uestion," he said.
Hazard conditions also occur when
w inter s torms k nock out power.

Financing alternative energy projects Powe 7 and would have to be bought back
isstill in iis mfancf and Baker described or replaced.
a combination o low interest loans,
PEAT h as been researching the
renewable energy credits and tax rebates feasibility of wind-generated power for
that had to be cobbled together to finance several months now, and Steve D emos
the Fox Islands project.
spent much of November looking into
He emphasized t hat wind power, regu_lations concerning the use ofwind
financing a nd community ownershiP. tufbrnes.
were the key factors for building a wino
According to Demo!,_ representatives
turbine plant, and noted that Peaks of the Pubhc Utilities Lommission said
Island faced several obstacles that the that there ha"e been no new regulations
Fox Islands project did not have, mainly promulgated that deal specifically with
that there was msu.fficicnt wind power wind power. It was suggested that a
in Casco Ba)' to make building such a small power station might 6e feasible, but
plant on Peaks feasible, and tliat Jow- that, collectively, islana residents would
tnterest fund s like those available for er:obably not get any advantage from it.
the Vinalhaven project may not be The islands which liave estabITshed their
available for Pcal<s Island because, as own power systems arc ones that arc not
a neighborhood of Portland, it would supplied from the mainland at all, he was
not qua lify. C ity Cou ncilor Kevin told.
Donoghue, who attended the meeting,
said afterwards,

"There's

no

reason being a
part of Portland
sho u ld be a
barrier to w ind

energy on Peaks
lslana."
Bake r also
mentioned that
for the project
to benefit the
i sland, the
community
would have to
own all the power
lines, caoles
transformers,and
other equipment
necessary to
supply the
electr,city it
generated.
Electric service
on Peaks Island The Bay Room at the Inn was filled to capacity for the meeting.
is currently T he Inn made it a very enjoyable event, free hot food (right) and
s uppl ied by the bar was serving.
Central Maine
staffphoto
People are often in the middle of doing
something that uses electricity when
power goes out, and if, for example, they
happen to be cooking, "when the power

even though they're already off. The
same is true for water supplies, usually in
houses on private wells.
On the other side, the police usually
come.~ back on, the stove comes baclc on," face snow removal issues.!. and Sergeant
said Capt. Neal. In prolonged black-outs Gary Hutchinson of the t'ortland Police
people get involved m doing other things Department wanted to ·remind ecoplc
and may not be around when power IS that a city-wide parking ban includes the
restored so it's important to turn the island.s, and that cars can be t0wcd.
switches to the off position on appliances
The PIC has been aware that cars are
on the island aren't towed because there's
no elace to put them. Councilor Lynne
Richard spoke with Supervisor A.J.
Alves of the Public 1Norks Dei>artment
inJanua7about the difficulty ofplowing
some o

the streets where summer

residents have parked their vehicles for
the winter. According to Richard, Alves
said that getting cars off the road wou Id
help enormously. He reportedly said
areas down front and clsewnere on 1sland
Avenue are the most difficult ones to
plow. Cars left on the road make plowing
more costly and cause his crews to work
lo~ger hours.
Richard said there arc two p_arking ban
lots on Peaks Island, at the Welch Street
lot and at St Christopher's Church,
but cars have to out when the ban ends,
usually 7 a.m. t he following day. The
PTC is also looking at land near the
landfill for use as a Jong term parking lot
for seasonal residents, and also as a tow

JoL
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and to avoid disposal problems later.
It is on that last suggestion that I am
going to focus in tfiisarticle.
Tliere are essentially five basic
non-toxic cleaning agentS that most
of us have at our disposal everyday:
baking soda, washing soda, borax,
lemon Juice, and white vinegar.
Borax is a salt derived from boric
acid, and has a wide variety of uses.
It isa component of many detergents
and cosmetics, and is used as a
fi re retardant, anti-fungal agent
and insecticide. It is not acutelr.
toxic, but is the most harmful of
compounds mentioned above, and
when ingcsted in large amounts can
cause severe stomach pa1n,, nausea,
vomiting, and diarrhea. Like any
compound, it is more toxic to infants
and children and should be kept out
of their reach.
Washing soda is a non-toxic salt,
also know as sod ium bicarbonate,
and is one of the two salts used to
make baking soda. As the name
implies, it is used as a detergent, as
lniag, at http://chemistry.about.com well as a deodorizer and a first-aid

remedy to chemical acid bums.
Lemon juice a nd white vinegar are
both acids the chemical opposite ofsalts,
and therefore are usuallv effective where
the others arc not. Altnough any cype
of vinegar will act the same chem ically,
wh ite vmegar doesn't stain and so it 1s
used for household chores.
Aside from borax, none of these
materials are considered poisonous,
but they can become toxic in excess. So
besides using chemica lsbthere arc often
other ways to fix a pro !em chat don't
involve using anything hazardous.
The following suggestions are just
some of the ways you can take care of
)'Ollf home that are safe for you and good
for the environment:
In the Kitchen:
To keep si n ks wor king well
pour boiling water down the drain
periodically. To open a clogged drain use
a plunger or mechanical snake, or pour
a½ cup of baking soda into d rain, then
add a cue of vinegar. It will start to fizz.
Rinse with a mixture of boiling water
and salt. The salt will neutralize the
reaction. Repeat ifnecessary.
Kitchen cfeaners:
Wash surfaces with baking soda and
a dean cloth, rinse with water, or rnix
½ cup of vinegar with ½ cup of water in
a hand-pump spra)' bottle. Wash, then
rinse with water. If you have special
counter tops cheek manufacturer's
website for care instructions . Surfaces
such a Corian and marble do not like
these acidic-type mixmres.
Oven Cleaner:
To prevent messes use a tray to catch
spills. Clean spills while they're still
warm by scouring with table salt, a
solution of baking soda and water, or rub
gently with steel wool.
Stainless Steel cleaner:
Wash utensils or p<?t in a solution of 1
quart warm water and 3 tbs. baking soda,
rinse with hot water.
In the Bath room:
Disinfectant & mold in hibitors can

community."
.
This year the pantry set itself up :1$ a
collaborative com mittee of community
members from local organizations
including the Child ren's-Workshop,
the PTO and the three churches. They
meet on the first Saturday ofeach month
to review the inventory and determine
if they need to seek donations. Peoi:1le
are welcome to come at that time for
supplies, or whenever the Children's
Workshop is open. {I f you're unable to
come at those times you can call any
of the numbers listed at the end of this
article to arranl/ic for delivery).
Says Meg, T he wonderfu l thing

about the food pantry is that one month
someone might want to utilize it, and
the next month they might want to
donate. So it really does come arou nd
and it's really to support the Peaks lsland
community." She adds t hat the food
pantry is strictly a Peaks Island resource.
We've had calls from people in Portland
to see if they can come out and use the
food r.antry, and we've actually said it's
really fortlie Peaks Island community.
"And it's done on the honor system,"
she adds. "lfsomebody needs something,
and they can come and get it, they're
more than welcome. You c.fon't even have
to ask. Just come and rake whatever you

Clean Housekeeping:
Toxic,free Solutions
BY ART ASTARITA

You might think that the following_
information comes from my years oT
cleani ng ex~erience. If so, my wife,
Peg would like to discuss this matter
with you. On the contrary, most of this
information comes from the Natural
Resource Council ofMaine.

There are plenty of good ol' Yankee
remedies fo r cveryilay household
cleani ng, and everyone has their own
special secrets. If you share them with
me at apcaks351@gmail.com, I will post
them in a spring article covering insectS,
y.ird and garden.
Warning labels on cleaning bottles can
be very scarv. Just as bad arc the quicktalking d isclaimers on the side-effects
of the latest medical drugs. Who really
wants to risk such a "cure~
However, mos t of us use storebought cleaning products that often
contain hazardous chemicals. There
are three major strategies for dealing
with household toxics: 1) follow the
safety instructions on the label
for use a nd disposal, 2) use up the
product completely or dispose of it
properly, and 3) use safe, non-toxic
alternatives to minim ize exposure

The community food
pantry evolves
BY KEVIN ATTRA

be made directly in a hand-pump spray
bottle. Mix 1 tsp borax and 3 tbsp ,vhite
vinegar with 2 cups of hot water. Spray
onto mold-growing areas, and let it sit.
Do not rinse because the vi negar will
e~orate.

'Io clean linoleum floors, mop them
with a solution of 1 cup vinegar in 2
~onsofwater.
To clean porcelain fixtures make a
paste with 1:iaking soda and water, a nd
apply it to the stam. Let it sit until d ry,
then rub clean and rinse with water.
To clean the toilet sprinkle with baking
soda or borax, put a little vinegar on toilet
brush, and scrub.
A good tub and tile cleaner can be
made with 1 2/3 cup baking soda, ½
cup liquid soap, ½ cup water, and 2 tbs.
vinegar. Add the vinegar immediately
before using (ifyou add 11 too early, it will
react with &.tking soda). Scrub and rinse
with water.

Reducing Indoor Air Pollution:
Cleaning stains from carpet &.
upholstery 1s best done using cluo soda
immediately when the stain occurs. To
deodorize rugs and carpets, spri nkle
cornstarch on them and vacuum, or use a
soap-based_, non-aerosol rug shampoo.
A good ru rniture polish can be made
by adding I tsp oflcmon oil ro a pint of
mineral oil.
For household laundry add ½ cup
of baking soda, borax, lemon juice,
white vinegar, or washing soda to help
deodorize lirighten and soften.
Window cleaner can be made with
a solution of½ cup vinegar in 1 gallon
warm water. Use a hana-pump spray
bottle to apply to t he glass, a nd use
newspaper to dry it.
Some useful website references arc:
http://des.nh.,gov/orga11ization/
comm is s i o11 er/p jplfa ctshu ts/ col
d«ummts/co-24.pdJ
http: //www. 11 rem. o rgltfl _
arounilhouse.asp
http:11,xtension.minouri.edulowml
hb'W.btm.

need. We don't fill out applications and
forms, and we don't need to know your
name or who you are."
Although it seems t he isla nd
ropulation is becoming more affluent,
well there's reality happening out here,
says Jon. "There's joli lay-offs that are
happening, you ~ow, we have the reality
ofific fucrcosts.
"It's also more expensive to live out
here," adds Meg, "but we have definitely
had people who have used it this month
and the next month have come and given
a donation." When asked if the demand
is tapering off, Jon said, "Oh no, no.
It's going_ way up. In !~e last r.ear and
hall, two years, 11 s been far more
utilized tlian we've seen for a long
time." That's good news in a way
for the food pantry, but as Jon says,
"If the food pantr)'. went out of
business, thats wonderful because

Tucked away in the basement of the
Children's Workshop, the Community
Food Pantry bas been going strong since
the 1980s. According to Team Leader
Jon Kelso, it grew out of the USDA's
surplus food program of the 1970s and
1980s, which delivered cheese, rice,
beans, -and a host ofcanned goods to
the island for people who qualified
for the program. "vVe were unique,•
says Jon, "because most other food
1>antries would take their surplus
food back to their storage facility,
but it was a hassle for them to get 11
back and forth from Peaks. So that's
how we started doing it." Later, the
US Postal Service held food drives
for the pantry twice a year, and then
the churches occasionally made
food donations. "And tlien the
school," he adds. "In the past we've
had classes that the teachers will do
a drive, and they'll make up a box
and deliver it to us."
At some point, Bob Hannigan
learned that people neeaed
toiletries, sham,P?OS and such, and
arranged a special account for them
with the Lion's Club. "You would
just say an account number - back
when the)'. had accounts - and the
Lion's Club would honor that," said
Jon. "I think they may have stopped
it last year, because we hadn't used
it for a COUI)le ofyears."
Although many food pantries
buy bulk foods through buring
clubs, the food pantry nas relieil
on community su_pport alone for
nearly 30 years. ·r think !'hat's a.1
excellent point," says \Vorkshop Cbildren's Workshod Director Meg Springer-Holdridge, demonstrating the wide array of' oods
Director Meg Springer-Holdridge. available at the foo pantry, discovert:d a bag of candy on a top shelf, "'I mean, come on." she
"This is really JUSt a community- exclaimed, "Rceses Peanut Butter Cupsf' How cool is that?
,ta.ffphoto
supported resource available for t.he

it means that there's no longer a

need.
"But on the other, wonderful
side," he adds, "it really is
a comm'!,nity suppo rt ing
community.
The pantry stocks a broad array
of non-~rishable foods including
canned fruit juice\ beans, soup,
fruits and vegetab es, as well as
jars of sauces, salad dressings,
pasta, cake and muffin mixes 1
pie fillings, cereal, coffee ana
lots of bot tled water. Recently
there have been requests for lowsodium soups, wheat-free noodles
and diapers (the pantry also
stocks persona l hygiene items like
toothpas te, deodOrant, razors,
soap, and shampoo).
Right now they are in need of the
following staples: flour, salt, sugar,
baking powder1 baking sooa,
cooki ng oil and aiapers, so if you
have any of those Items kicking
around the house, please donate
them to the program. Contact the
Children's Worl<shop, 2854; Pastor
Desi Larson, 5013; Pastor Beau
Boyle, 3037; or St Christopher's
Parish Hall, 2585.

•
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Current Financial Tides
Demystifying IRAs

to save for retirement. It is created
by a written document for the
exclusive benefit of the individual
and their named beneficiaries. The
BY ALLISON SCHNELLER
document is also known as the "Plan
Agreement" and explains the rules
that govern the opening, contributing
It's that time of year again! T ime to and withdrawing from the account.
start thinking about preparing your Earnings in tlie account are tax
tax ret\1rns.
defcrreo.
A re you ready? Have you thought
about sett ing up an Individual
ROTHIRA
Retirement Arrangement? An JRA is
A Roth l RA is also designed ro
a retirement plan That provides some encourage ret irement savings. It
tax advantages for retirement savings. provides long-term benefits that
Most banks can set up ,tn IRA for you cannot be matched. The most
in either a Monet Market Savings irnP,Ortant tax benefit for the ROTH
Account or a Certilicate of Deposit.
IRJ\ is that distributions will not be
You have till April 15, 2009 to taxed at all if certain requirements
contribute for the 2008 tax year.
are met. That means all growth and
If you have not set up an IRA earnings can be tax free, notju_st tax
account, it may seem like an deferrea as with Traditional IRAs.
overwhelming task. To simplify this
SEP IRA
P,rocess, I'll explain here some of the
clifferent types of IRAs that will
The SEP (Simplified EmP,loyer
help you determine the best type of Pension) IRA 1s an emplor.er
account for you.
sponsored plan. It is generally
employer funded in whicfi deposits
are maac to the employee's traditional
TRADITIONAL IRA
A traditional IRA is a special IRA. The employer is required to
savings account or certificate of adopt a SEP plan.
The most common SEP plan uses
deposit created to encourage people

the IRS form 5305. This ~,ides the
employer through establishing the
guidelines and eligibility for the
employee participants. Once rhe form
is completed, each eligible erQP\or,ee
establishes and traditional !KA for
the contributions.
These arejust a few of the different
IRA plans. Regardless of the plan you
have, depend mg on your :y1;e, yoµ can
contribute to tlie account tor the 2008
tax year provided__you do so before
Apnl 15, 2009. ~or an individual
under the age of 50, the maximum
contribution for 2008 is the lesser of
100% of earned income or S5,000.
Individuals who are age SO and older
may contribute the lesser of 100% of
earned income, or $6,000. You cannot
contribute more than the maximum
into multiP,le IRAs.
You are eligible to withdraw for your
IRA penalty free once you reacn the
age of 59 1/2. There are certain IRS
exemptions to this rule. It's always
best to check with your tax advisor tQ.
be sure you qualify for an exemption if
ou need to take an early withdrawal.
hope I've helped demystify IRAs.
?ayin~ taxes is hard, serting up IRAs
1s easy.

r

actually revealed anything about
the community 1s unclear, but 1t can
certainly be said that the low income
housing market on the island was
thoroughly analyzed.
Three comments written by people
who took the survey were presented
as examples of the most prevalent
attitudes encountered in the srudv.
The first was from someone in favor
of affordable housing as a means of
keepi~g the island from _becoming an
exclusive gated commuruty.
BYKEVINATTRA
The second was a request for zoning
change to allow accessory units that
On Tuesday,_Dec.16 at the Senior
could"generate additional 10come1
Center the ·HomeStart board of
The third comment represcntca the
directors met rn welcome new
thinking that island life is expensive
members, elect officers, and discuss
and if you can't afford it, don't live
the status of current and future
here.
housing projects, including results
In Decembe!1 the board welcomed
of a needs assessment designed and
new members J'lico)e Evans and Barry
administered by former Island Fellow
Shaw to the table, and elected Jane
Sarah Curran, now with Planning
Banquer, president· Chris Roberts,
Decisions, Inc., in late November.
vice:President; Kay Taylor, secretary;
The survey was conducted in
and Don Webster, treasurer.
response to public criticism of a
A housing project at 143 Pleasant
proposed affordable housing project
Avenue was to be donated to Habitat
on property at 18 Luther Street,
for Humanity, which plans to build
which came to light one year ago
a 2-bedroom single family
home on the site. That
transaction had been held
up, pending_a site evaluation
by Albert Frick Associates
co determine if there was
eno~gh room to install a
scrtlC system.
n other business,
HomeStart received a
SlS,000 HUD grant to
!11-ake safety and energy
1mP.rovements to tlie
building at 18 Luther.
A ccording to Roberts,
the grant is actually a loan
that never has to be repaid
"unless the pi:operty is sold
for profit". 1ie added that
afte~ 10 years it is completely
fofglVCn.
·1nc HomeStart board also
considered how much of its
time and energy should be
devoted to rental property.
Although there was some
ambivalence about the
issue, Dick Reed ap_parcntlr,
expressed the fecTings of
the board when he said
that over the long term,
HomeStart should get
Jane Banquer (top right), President ofthe board ofdirectors ofHomeStarl, addresses the crowd good at rentals. "There 1s a
during d\e organfaation's presentation of the results of a needs assessment survey conducted in need for affordable housing
December by l'lanning Decisions, Inc, Former !$land Jnstitute Fellow Sarah Curran (standing on Peaks Island," he sai(f,
"and it is not going away."
at left), who worked on the sur vey, explained the results.

HomeStart board
elects new officers,
presents needs
assessment results

January. "The community asked us
to pause and_process1 as I see it," said
former Pre'5i<fent Baroara Hopp111.
Ms. Curran J)resented the results
at a public meeting on Saturday, Jan.
24, at the Macvane Community
Center, and said the study includeil
information from an initial public
meeting with 60 members of the
communiry1 census data, interviews,
and a maihn survey that was sent to
461 households.
Of the 154 households that
resP,O!'ded to_ the survey, 46 perc_e nt
sa10 mcreas111g cos ts are forcing
people off the island, and 57 percent
said they were satisfied with their
current housing. Of that same
group, 107 res.Qondents said they
ilid not want atfordable housing for
themselves, 21 people did, and the
rest were unaccounted for.
The conclusions drawn from t he
su rvey, however1 seemed to turn on
the 21 peoP,le wno said they wanted
affordable housing, and they were
examined in great detail while
other respp_nse groups were largely
ignored. Whetfier or not the study

st.Jfpboto

Alison Schneller is Viu Pruidmt

& Market Manager for the South

Portland and Peaks Island Branches of
Maine Bank & Trust. She hos 26 yeor.r
ex#rience it,financt, induding banking
and residtnhol lending.

Looking for some CA$Hf
BY NICOLE EVANS

Are you aware that there are a
number of resources in Greater
Portland to help families and
individuals find war,s to make the
most of our money> Consider using
~he foll!)wing free.services to point you
10 the r!J!:.ht direction:
CA$A Greater Portland (visit
www.cashgp.org), managed by
United Way of G(eater Portland, is a
parmership of community leaders and
mdustry experts encoura_ging families
and individuals in Cumberland
County to increase income, reduce
debt, save for the future and achieve
financial stability. Pro?;r_ams and
services offered by CASH Greater
Portland include financial education,
credit counsclin_g, and first- time
hnmebuyer worksfiops. Additionally,
households who mak'c $50 000 or less
may qual ify to have thei r federal and
state 111come taxeuirepared and filed
for free at CASH lireater Portland tax
sites.
2-1-1 Maine, a partnership of
the United Ways of Maine Y-outh
Alternatives Ingraham, and the State
of Maine, connects anyone in Maine
who wants to give hefphor get help,
with a full range ofhealt ana human
services in cl-ieir community. From
heating assistance to housrn_g and
healthcare, get connected by dialing
"2-1-1" to speak with a ca11 center
specialist, or visit www.211maine.
org and search their online directory.
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Voices from a War
Zone
BY MARSHA GREENBERG
&STEVE SCHUIT

While the U.S. wrestles with the
challenges of an under-performing
economy, Israel and Gaza have, as
!)f this writing, erupted on~e ag,tin
into a zone oT open conflict. The
ongoing t ensions exacerbated by
varxing embargoq around Gaza ana
the lofting of rockets into southern
Israel from Gaza has calcified into
a nightmare with the ingredients of
destruction, civilian casualties and
deaths.
Vve have been in contact with
some of our friends, colleagues, and
students from "the Region," as the
area is known. Their messages arc
moving, their voices visceral.
A semor_prog£?,m manager of a well
known NGO told us:
"Things are bad here. It's different
from anything else I've experienced
in my relatively brief time 'in the
region.' There is a war ragin.R,_Gaza
is a catastrophe of human sulfering.
Students in the Israeli south are m
bomb shelters ... the attack in Gaza
is the heaviest and most destructive
Israeli attack against Palestinians in
decades.
"For days before the attack. [resigned
Israeli Prime 11inister] Olmert and
[acting Prime Ministerl Livni and
[Minister of Defensel "Barak said
they would attack if H'amas did not
stop launching missiles into southc!JlIsrael. Few expected the attack when
it hapr,ened. luva~risc. Hamas
ke.,>,....,u-<cning missiles--while
nting the Israelis for being weak
and indecisive. It was like a little runt
kid teasing the stronger one. 'Na na
na na na, you can't touch me.' And the
Israelis responded with overwhelming
and cruel force ..."
Israeli towns relativeJr close to Gaza
such as Sderot (pronounced Stc!"oht)
have become numbed to the regular,
1..£-~RS,f,.mp•gt6

delineated on every report. lt
then stands to reason that simple
multiplication should yield fhe
passerger generated revenue for that
month; however, the _passenger ticket
sales ~ultiplied by tfieir pnce rarely
eqyahze.
t:xample: For August 2008,
considenng all islands, there is an
:\Pproximafely $75,000 differential;
for November 2008 , considering
Peaks Island only there is an
,tp_proximately Sl0,060 differential.
While these are die most cgrc_gious
examples, they occur to a lesser degree
everv month.
While rate increase proposals
continue to be discussed, there has
been no consideration given to shore
side payroll reductions. To date,
the only budget reduction has been
the discontinuation of water on all
boats at a savings of 56,000. There
are ongoing negotiations for a better
rare on the percentage paid for credit
card usage1 and a new fower cost fuel
pre-bu)'. tnat would take effect in
September. The current price that
was locked in until then is $3.61 per
gallon.
Management continues to use
"erojcctec:1" revenue fi@res instead
of actual revenues. -rhis skews
perceptions. The use of actua I costs
and revenues gives the true_picrure of
the financial status of the Bay Lines.
In the December/January newspaper
article, Chris Hoppin reported that
nearlY, 1 million passengers pa id
$2,140,883. Simple division reveals
. that the~rice of a ticket is, therefore,
S2.15. These cannot be accurate
figures.
If these items are alarming tolou,
you need to contact members o the
board of directors. In my opinion, it

A wounded man signals for medical assistance during a battle in cheGaza reg:ion.

photo pr1J1Jidtd by Stwc Sthuit

incessant barrage of missiles. But rhe
range of the rockets increases with
the passage of time. Cities along the
coast oflsracl, such as Ashkelon and
Ashdod, as one travels northward in
the direction ofTel Aviv, increasingly
receive incoming rockets that emanate
from the rooftops of Gaza.
A friend, a senior official in Israel's
Ministry of Education who live in
Ashdod, thanked us for contacting
her. Ashc:lod was, until recently, safely
out of the range of the rockets. "The
truth is," she told us, ''thar yesterday a
katusha fell on a house near my home
an<!,.;i,.women was killed-she was a
~ecrerary in the high school here."
Residents of Gaza, one of the
world's most denselv poP.ulared areas
are surrounded by Israel, EgY.pt and
the Mediterranean Sea ana some
would say, by the fervor of their
political maelstrom.
One Palestinian friend, an educator
with a doctorate from Ohio State,
wrote ro us from Gaza: "Thanks a
lot for your prayer and _your concern
about our life. Politicaf people don't
care, they arc stupid, and 1t seems

that ther, dance over [ourl blood. It's
enough. This war is realry very bad·
it's without any ethics, (d.estroyingj
schools, mosques, univers1t1es\ houses,
civilians, and so on. What e1se? My
family has not been physically hurt
so far. But emotionally we'll need 1.5
million psychologists to help. I am
still hoping and praying for. peace to
come to our region, ana still believe
one dar, we will be OK. My best
regards.
?\S some lib.era! IsraeliJews. again
witness their countrr. s violen t
militaristic apP,roach to the conflict,
they begin to lose hope, and while
they believe the military mrervenrion
is wro1Jg they are unsure of a solution.
The following two quotes are from
two young women in their 20's,
both servea in the military and are
currently students. Th~y are women
who know first hand the horrors of
this conflict.
One noted, "I'm in Tel Aviv right
now and far away from the line of fire
... I have friends who are studying
in the south but have fled and come Wounded child in Sderot, Israel
back to their parents' home in the
photo provided by Sttve Schuit

bet!:inning with our SP,aghetti Dinner
on'February 17th, our Loaf and Ladle
profits will go to tax assistance.
Peaks Island Tax Assistance Ene~y Assistance have held Loaf
and Tudle Dinners every month since
February, 2008. The financial success
ofthese ainners has allowed us to help
with energy costs and tax assistance
this past year.
Our group with the help of Jane
Adams, Marge Powers, Beth Cliilds,
RoY, and Mary Mottla Beau Boyle,
Carla Robbinshand Chris Burr has
Sidner, Gerard
Peaks Island
supP,lied all oft e delicious food over
the last year. All of the costs have
Editor's Note: Th, CBITD websitt is been absorbed by t he cooks. If.you
wou Id like to help us prepare food
located at: 'W'WW.tllJcobayline:s.com
for one of the dinners, please let me
know. We would be thank delighted
•
•
•
•
•
to have your help .

should be noted that Frank Peretti,
one of our representatives, has
been and continues to be a strong
advocate for fiscal responsibility
and restraint. In many instances he
has been supl!orted by Dan Doane
and Patriclc F lynn, who arc also
representing Peaks Island. To obtain
e-mail adaresses and telephone
numbers for the representatives and
the management ofCasco Bay Lines,
refer to tlie web site.

Dear Friends,
The very old temP,eratures are a
hard reality for all of us. There are
some neighbors on the Island who still
need energy assistance. Peaks Island
Tax Assistance - Energy Assistance
is providing as much assistance as we
can. If you know anyone who needs
assistance but has not asked, please
help them to fill out an application.
Vve do not want anyone to be cold
this winter. As a communin, we do
look out for all of our neighl5ors and
friends.
In February, property tax bills will
be mailed. Energy costs have been so
high this winter That many permanent
homeowners on the Island will find
it difficult to P,ay the whole bill. Tax
Assistance will continue to help to
pay a portion of the p_ro~erty taxes
for those who appl_y, 1'1TA lias not
raised any funds for -1 ax Assistance so

center. I have to sar., though, that
I'm more concerned aoout tlie people
of Gaza who are being, once agam,
oppressed and beaten. Unfortunately,
tlie citizens of lsrael, including my
friends and family arc not showing
much sympathy to what's going on
there, and support the government
in it's revengelul and violent journey
in Gaza, wli1ch, as it looks right now,
is not bringi~g peace and _qll/,et to the
south but quite the opposite.
And the voice of tfie second young
woman, also pro01pted by our e-mail:
"Fortunately my family is all safe and
well, so far. As tor now, we are out of
the missiles' range, hope we remain
so. For the rest of this region1 I am
trulY, losing hope. It seems liKe the
people of peace are weakening in this
region to. a point where they are losing
hope entucly.
"1'm still t~ying__ to stick: to my
belief that this ml11tant acnon was
not justified and there are yet other
waY,s and means we have not yet fully
explored, but I'm part of a very small
minority, and even I am starting to
question if I'm not putting all the
rcsponsibili!Y to my country and
letfi ng the Palestimans too much
off the book. Hoping ,things will get
much better very soon.
As we listen to the news reports,
we too have doubts about the peace
process. With that said, we will
continue our work to allow people
from both sides to exchange dialogue
and to make small strides toward
peace. It is all we can do.

Peaks Island Tax Assistance Energy Assistance members:
lane Adams, Ralph Ashmore,
Michelle Boyle, Diane Clar~Joyce
Doane, Christina Foster. lane ucrard,
Georgia Gillette, Betty Reller Sandy
Lucas, Judith McAllister, Cynthia
Pedlikin, Cathy Shaw, Doug :imitb,
Helene Swarts

A friend in Tucson
.
wntes ...
A woman heard about an
old Jewish man who'd been
going to the Western Wall
every day for years and years
to pray - everr. day! ·-so she
went to him ana aslced:
"Sir, how long_l_~;i.veyou been
coming to the-Western Wall
and praying?"
"For 60 years," he replied.
"For 60 _years?" she
exclaimed. "'!bat's amazing!
What do you pray for?"

"I gray for peace between
the Christians, the Jews and
the Muslims. I pray for all
the wars and all the hatred
•
•
•
•
•
to stop. I pray for all our
children to _grow up as safe
To the Editor:
and responsi6le adults1 and to
I am writing to send joyfyl gratitude love the1r fellow man.'

to the skiers who create the traiJs on
PILP land. What a gift to be able to
ski for a coupie of hours in a relatively
small area and have a great adventure.
Thank you so much!
Sincere!}'.
Rebecca]. Stephans

"What's it like to have such
faith and devotion?"
"Like I'm talking to a wall."
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InMemory
DonPerry
1941 to2008

videotaping expertise with the Peaks
Island S_chool1 including_producir,g a
recent piece aoout
the "K,ds On The
Ball" program. He used many of his
talents in his work with the F'ifth Maine
Regiment Museum.
"In many ways, he was responsible for
BY CYNTHIA M OLLUS
bri~ng the museum into the technology
a_ge, sa,d Cu rator Kim Macisaac. "tTe
d,d all of our photography, videotaping,
DVDs, and was involved with tlie
the time came that we wanted to retire website. AU this from a man who, when
bere."They winterized their cottage and he joined the Board, did not own a
moved to Peaks Island full-time in 1996. computer and said he wasn't interested
A native Mainer from Washington in owning one. Well, once he discovered
County, Don was the son of Marion how a computer could enhance his
I. (Morrison) Perry and the late David video projects, he bought one and very
l-1. Perry. While attending Brewer quickl)'. learned to do wondrous things
H igh School, he started working for with it." Late las_t~pring, Don and Kim
WGUY Radio in Bangor, a gig that led produced the DVD "Peaks Island Over
to a lifelong career in oroadcasting and the Centuries, with Kim writing the
communications.
scrij,t and researching the still images,
He held positions at several radio and Don doing the videography and the
stations, including \lvABI and WPBC narration. The DVD has proved to be a
and worked as news director and best-Seller for the Fifth Maine.
anchor at TV Channel 7 in Bangor.
Don did considerable work for the
He was a teacher at the New England "Second Act." program on public TV
School of Communications at Husson Channel 4. According to William Blood,
University, and was on the Board of "the short period of time that I did get to
D irectors at the New England School know him at Community TV Network
of Communications (NESCOM). One producing the show, Second Act:, I
of his students, Paul Dupuis, said that realized ,vhat a wonderful kind person
"Don was a fubulous readier and mentor. Don was. He always had a smile even
He taught me the skills and helped me when t hi ngs were not going too well
to bui la a solid foundation for what during the shoots." He also diil volunteer
has turned out to be a wonderful radio work for TEIA over the years.
career."
One of the things man)'. people did
Don's broadcasting and not know about Don was that he was a
communications ski ll s have greatly biker, and one with a sense ofhumor. His
photofrom Mrs. Perry's collection benefited both Peaks' and oft-islanil bright red Honda Goldwing motorcycle
organizations. On Peaks, he shared bis sported the license plate "I-Candy".

David L.AdamsSr
BY KEVIN A ~

David L. Adams Sr., 69 died Saturday,
Dec. 13, 20081 as a result of Idiopathic
Pulmonary FiDrosis. He was born Nov.
28, 1939, in Gardiner, the son of the late
George Adams, master carp enter and
builder - his father built the church in
Sudburv, MA. - and late mother Rachel
Flewell ing Adams. David was best
known as a precise thinker, mathematical
and thorough, and also as a skilled
clockmaker, somebodr who puts thin~
together and prepares things and cares,"
sa,a Reverend Desi Larsen.
He was a devoted husband, and met

Peaks Island resident Donald L.
Perry passed aw,ry very unexP.ectedly
Sunday Dec.14. Don and wife Barbara
Rockafellow Perry married in 1972
and he came to know and love the islana1
through Barbara. Her grandparents
started visiting Peak$ in tl'ie carry 1900s
for summer vacation s; her parents
continued the trad ition and ult,mately
retired here in 1965. Barbara said, "Don
loved it here, and we both decided when

He had a love of motorcycles and took
great joy in participating in g roup rides
and special events, especiall_y the annual
Americade Rally in Lake George, NY.
He frequently attended the motorcycle
races in Loudon, NH. He had been an
honorary member of the Blue Kn ights,
a fraternal order of current and former
11olice officers who ride motorcycles
for recreation. The Blue Knights were
founded in 1974 in Bangor, and the
o~ganization has grown to encompass
60b chapters in 29 countries.
Islander Frank Childs, who had
known Don for some 30 years, relates
a stor.r, from one of the first times they
met. Don and Barbara had invited us
over, and Don offered me a beer, and I
said sure. Well, he brought out two,·euy
glasses of beer - he had taken a bott e of
6eer and split it! His wife was horrified.
Through the ycar.,s, J would tease him
about it. He said · rou're never going to
let me forget it, are you~· Absolutely not,
I said. He was a dear friend, and he's
going to be greatly missed."
Don served in the US Army from
1963 to 1966, stationed in Hawaii.
Besides his wife and his mother, Don
is survived by his daug!,tcr Holly Ann
Sullivan, son-in-law David Sullivan
and granddaughters Shay and Sydney
Sullivan of Marlborougli, MA, along
with his brother, an·aunt, and severa1
cousins.

To honor Don's memory, donations can
be made to the Fifth Maine Regiment
Museum, PO Box 41, Peaks Islana, ME
04108 or to the New England School of
Communications, O ne College Circle,
13angor, ME 04401.

his wi fe, Jane, on a little blue school
bus when they were in the 5th grade.
David always kept himself busy with
volunteering for a ifferent communit')'.
groups, most notably as a member of
the Island Independence Committee
but also devoted a lot of his time to the
Fifth Maine Museum and Peaks Island
Council, among others.
A memorial service was held with a
small collection of friends and family at
the Brackett Church on Saturday, Jan.
24.
Accordi ng to Russ Edwards, who
served on tl'ic IIC Budget Committee
with David , he had a strong regard for
local history. David spent a lot of t ime
work.i_ng with historica l records at the
Fifth Maine.
A nother member of the IIC, Howard

D avid's son, Brian Adams, read the poem ""Going H ome'' form a collection of poems

by Ansel Sterling at the Memorial service.
stojfphoto

Pedlikin, described David's astute
political understanding. He said Dave
regularly watched the Portland City
Council on Monday nights, "one of the
few, I'm afraid, on Peaks Island," he
added.
"One item that really showed his sense
of humor and he took a shine to was the
fact that there was a man at the front row
at a lot of meetings in 2007 who came to
the chamberwitn a fake rat. He put it on
his lap and sat there, and at a key point
in time - as Dave loved to re~rt- would
kind of throw it on the floor. Dave would
say, 'Could there possiblr be a rat in the
C,ty Council chambers?'
Mike Richards said, "His was not
only the voice of reason, but the voice of
finiling the fucts and figures, and he was
relentless." He was a slillled clockn1aker
and repairman, which coincided with his
precise mind, and several at the memorial
mentioned the clocks he'd repaired.
"Rig_ht now I know rwo things," said
Nick 'Russo, "that [Dave] is probably
having no breathing problems up there,
Images of David were placed in front of th e oltar at the Barcket t Memorial Church whicli is awesome, and also the fact that
for his mt.morial_service, Saturday,Jan. 24.
now I know he's probably working with
staffpm,to Father Time.•

He leaves his loving wife, Jane Parks
Adams of Peaks Island; one dau!hter,
Debbie Heckman and her friend ames
Russo and his children Nick and ec!_<y
of Derry, N.H.htwo sons, David L.
Adams Jr. and is wife Pamela Jane
of Portland and Brian E. Adams and
his companion David J. Blackwell of
Medway, Mass.; two granddau_ghters,
Saddie Mae Heckman and Irridget
Adams; one sister Nancy Adams of
Salem, N.H.; two nieces and one
nephew. He was predeceased by two
nephews.
A private family burial will take place
in tlic spring in Trefethen Cemetery,
Peaks Is1and. Arrangements by Tones,
Rich & Hutchins Fu neral Home,
199 W'oodford St., Portland. In Heu
of flowers the family requests that
donation in his memorr be sent to: The
5th Maine Trefethen Cemetery Fund,
Care of Kim ;\'Jaclsaac P.O. llox 41
Peaks Island, Maine 04108 or The Peaks
Island Fuel/Tax Assistance Pr_o gram
P.O. Box 126 Peaks Island Maine
04108. Information provided b_y Jones,
Rich & Hutch ins Puneral Home &
Cremation Service n S-3763.
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COMMUNITY NOTES
AT THE GEM GALLERY
THINK PINK GIVE LOVE
Beneflt for brea,t cancer. S.,turdays
and Sunda,, Jan. 31 thru Feb. 14,
~00:-{ to 5 I" 1 Opcnin!( reception
Frid~y l·cb. 6,21 m tp8pm.
Tlt • GEM Liallcrv is a cooperative
of 2(. artist liv, · g_ -and working on
Peak I land in the , . ric 11ed11
nf p inti!]!(- drav.rng, ,culpture,
pott r) JCWe rv, photo,;;tanh),
prm mAkir a
bla!(C, 111,cr· Ht<
md wn!lng, T 1c !(.tlfcn· m;ssion
IS l< ", a1~ JllC sell fin'c art ,lnd
contc·nporarv crafts a11d to reach out
ar.d create ,,n inviting, profo%101ul
fric11,ll} ,pace that <narcs, e,lucatcsi
and celebrates art." Solo and smal
group exhibitions chanj!;C weekly
from June through t)ctober.
Larger theme shows arc held in the
off-season with a holiday ,,, le each
year Please call the .J!:allerv at 207766· 5600 for more infonnation.

c,

AT

THE

ADDISON

WOOLLEY GALLERY
Rackstag_e Pass: Rock & RoU
Photography; Jan. 22 thru Mar.
22 . After a short winter recess, the
Addison-Woollex will be one of
only a few gaJleries ,rartici1,>ating
111 Portland Museums rock n roll
exhibit,~vith photographs by Mainer
John .rahnfey, award-w1nnrn
photojournalist amcs I · icl<l
\Vash1n~ton, D
ortsrnouth •
based '
1
orton, whose images
,. ' c prajcited in <lide-show format
•r t wlns - should be fun ,u1d ven,
• .n (Od1

worry, all the faces you've come to
know and love and lau~h at will still
be there. Tickets S6 at tlie door.
\\'1-:lGllT TRAINl:--G
l\fonday, and 1 hursdavs from
, pm 10 o pm in the Comm mitv
Room. We use 1mr,le ankle and hana
weights for ,tren~th training dnd to
encourage, ror ho c,. (' ·1{ ,,rda
2481) fur ,nor nfrrmat,or

A l\1 ERIC' \ '\
I t l
CI 10\\1)' { ( ONTEST

O

)I;

S t11rda1 F.:o 21 at t c Am man
Leg Jn sp<>, vrcr h,· the Ladies
Auxtliarv. biter 1our fa,oritc fi ,
<eatood, corn. H~ctablc clw\\der.Jom
u~ for the c,c11ing.

2nd A~NUAL VALE'-Tl;s.JE'S
DAY \VOMEN'S CLOTHlNG
S\-V:\P
Saturdav Feb 7, from 2 pm to 4
l!fl'l ,u the lirid1rford's rcsidenc_e1 40
Central Ave. \"Vinter Blahs? ,-.eed
some new clothes? Bring three to five
pieces of gently u,ed clothing and
take home something fabulous from
a fellow islander's dosct. And enjov

HC!~C!"S an OJ!J!C!~
YOU cen"T ~C!J!USC!

•

·n

Addison \Voollc1 G.11ulcrva1
Cer•er for Ph,,tog;r ph•c ln<.juin
1ocatctlat 8-?M-irli.-t'irm"t Porrhi1
Or,en T esdav ,uu Fridav 11 a.m.
to 5 p.m., S •,irJ.11 11 a.m. tn 4 P.·'
Tl,crc 1s u<ualh a poctr, nc jan
...! IJ!;ht s, etunc du nng each montl·,
~
:the w~bs,:c fore, ·nf chedule·
UJW"U."~ , i ~ 2 ; conr, l-"or more
infQrmation ,4u \Ll]:<)-775,,,-067l1, or
cont.lCt owner/r.u rator Susan Porter at;

AT THE FIFTI-1 MAINE
The :\1useum is now open by
a pyointm e n t only. For more
information call 766-3330.

AT THE EIGI-ITHMAINE

DOCENT TRAINING
Feb l 9 co April 23 on Thursdays at
the Maine Historical Society 9 am to
NOON,; Island resident Bilfl-lall will
hold a tree, ten-week training class
for people who would like to oecome
volunteer gu ides for the Portland
H istory Docents r?gram. Volunteers
are taught loca history, art, and
architecture, as well as good guiding
techniques, and asked to serve at least
six hours per month at a site of their
choosiJ.!g. Partic..iJ?ating institutions
are the Portland Observatory, Greater
Portland Landmarks walking tours,
Portland Harbor Museum, Tate
House Museum, Victoria Mansion,
and Wadsworth-Longfellow House.
For more information, call Bill
Hall (2514} or Greater Portland
Landmarks, 774-5'561, extension 120.

1

A.,,

~

inquiry@addison=olfcv.,om.

Closed for the season

Day as well. Contact Arrhur Fink Assistance Cooks.
Dinners are $6 adults/$2.50
for more information , www.
children. All of the proceeds go
artbu ,ji11kphoto.com
dircctlv into the Energy .Assistance
Fund If vou have anv questions,
ATTHE LIBRARY
please email pkstaxis,t@marnc.
Hrst Tuesdavs Book. Discussion rr.wm. Hope to see you there'
Herc is the lihi,1n Book Discussion
~rour chedule tfu Hl..:,h June teb.
PO RTL \ND REC RE A1 ION
A Yc.1r • Fog bf :Vlt h.clle
Richmond· l\lar. l - Pc pie ot the on PEAKS JSLAND
Book" hy Geraldine Brooks
FIRST :MONDAY i;-l \I for
7 An,ndel · hv Kennet! Roh, rts;
\1 ) '
\gc' of Innocence'' b\ PRES(! fOOLI R~: 1-:verv month
Edith \\· hart >n; lune 2
"T'ie i, ttte C'ommunitv Room Children
Story ol E:dgar Sawtclfe". 'f he m st be ,1cco111panicd by an ,lllult
Boole Discussion is held on the fmt Pre rep,i,trat on not required but
Tuc,da} of the month at 7 pm rn apyreciated
Monda\, Februar) 2 at 11:00 am
the Doug :Mac\'anc· Community
Room. It is sponsored by the Fricn,fs Have sonie fun with wur little ones as
of the Librar} and is open to all. we celebrate Grouna Hog Day with
Those interested ,ire welcome at any games, son~ and craft,.
Monda,, March 2 ar 11:00 am
dis.:ussion by calling or emailing the
Dance or just move about as we begir ,
library.
l\.1ostly Annual Valentine our "March into Ma,·". International
Poetry Read You are invited music will be featured. Bring vour
to join your icllow islanders on fa,·orite music ifyou wish.
FREE SCHOOL VACATION
Thursday, February 12, at 7pm
in the Community Room for tbis ACTIVITIES - FOR ALL: In the
year's adult poetrv read. Bel{!ln in CommunitY. Room . Pre-registration
1994 by Suzann'e Parrot, r'eaks not rcquireo. Pre-schoolers must be
Island P.0ets, musicians, writers and accompanied by an adult. Bring your
IJ..OCtry lo\lers have garnered in rhe own. lunch if you'd Li ke to eat at the
Community Room on an even111g movies
Thursday, February 19 - Movies on
near Valenune's Day to r.erform ana
enjoy various wor~ 11roclaiminJ:( the the BIG screen with your friends!
11:00 am : Animated Shorts with
many face~ of LOVE. Please oring
your favorne poetry pr?se or songs Thomas & Friends ; 11:30 am:
to share or come and enpy a~ others Animated Shorts with Curious
perform. Rich and decadent deserts Geor~ 12:00 noon Animated Shorts
will alwavs be wclco111c, Questions? with "Dora the Explorer; 1:00 pm
Call Stcj,hanic Eliot (5572) or the Horton Hears a \\'ho! (86 minutes/
Frida!:',_Fchnian 20- "Beach Part,
libraq (5540). Thi, event ·s lovingly
sponsorcJ by the Pe.1ks Island Bran h Open ·Hou,e in the cummunit\
room. Dropinanvtimc from 11:00am
Cibr.lfv.
to 2:00p1 as we think summer and
NE\\': Kill-A-\\'attCampaign
Effi n,.y Ma,nc has launc1u·,' foo at the beach! Brin~ vour own
~ dill .11gn to, dp j'>eoJ\>lc ,a\'e picnic bevl:r.16 ts, bead', rnusir and
cit· tr c t\ a ul s.lVc money usrng g;1111e< ,, ill be .,ro,~dc-1. No ,lilts
., ma!,!' •1,•-1n ncrgy gsng.e t1'.u allowed!
ON GOli"\C,RECREATION~T
yo c n borr '" rom tne I,braty
l'ROGRAi\lS
FOR ADUl:l S:
w,!h \ ,ur1 libr.irv
card:
Thu
device
•
•
me su""e~c ctJu.: lonsum)ltlf>nc,tyour J\1ondars and Thursdays, in the
appliance, and calculat~llie>fl"<ls. At c0tn1nun1~y_room.
Indoor\Valking/Strelching Grou£
present there is a w,1it\o/ig 11\t, <o'Come
in, call or cm.iil the libran- t<;>.get vour ("e ~t.iy inside during the wintel"J;:
l' 1
name on the list. If yoi1 'do h1>t bvc 8:lS-9:00am
Low Impact Aerobics with \Vej6llt~
a libraf\' card this mi;;ht be just the
(weights are provided): 9:30-10:3\/am
time tog:etone.
""'
·
No program on holidays
Nurse~ Rhvme Time for infants
Tuesday afternoons, in the
and tod oler,; \Vednesdays and
Fridays at 11 am. PreSchool Story commuruty room:
Ping Pong (just for fun, no lessons/
Time; Fridays at 10:15 am.
On these blustery winter days, the be_g_inners snould contact Denise):
librarv offers a sure c ure for cabin 2:00-4:00pm
Tuesday evenings, PI School Gvm:
fever:If you have children visiting
Adult Basketball, 6:30 - 8:00
you, keep these Qrograms in min(f.
\Ve look'. forwarcl to seeing babies, pm/$2 per night.
No erogrnm on February 3 as well
toddlers and preschoolers and their
parenr~1 grandparents, and caring as during school vacations, hoHdays,
school s now dAys. FMI, please contact
adults. f\ lfarewelcome.
The Peaks Island Branch Library Jen at 766-0967
Friday, March 20 - "March into
is located at 129 Island Ave. Open
Tuesdays 2 pm to 8 P,m, Wednesdays May" U.I?en I-J.ousc (c<:>mmuniry
10 am to 4 pm1 Friclays 10 am to 2 room) . DrQp 111 anyume from
Qm, and SaturO'!)'S 8 am to NOON. 11:00am ro Z:00pm as we dance to
Phone 5540, Librarian Pricilla ethnic music and get fit with other
fun exercises
Webster.
Friday, March 20 - "March into
May" dancing for school-children
LOAF &LADLE DINNER (communitY. room) 2:45 - 3:15 pm Everyone wh_o Hkes t':) dance (or just
Tuesday, Feb 17, 5 pm to 7 pm at move/ tomus1care111v1ted.
the Pealcs Island Baptist Cliurch.
fu?ecial off-island trip for adults
SP,aghetti is on t he menu along with - The Museum of African Culture
salao, bread and some surprises. If (lunch too). Friday, March 27 - 10:00
you would like t o ~ -- - - - - -- - - - - -- - - - ~
prepare a dessert for
the evening, please
callCynthiaW067).
RHONDA BERG

PTO J!!UnO ~!!ISC!!~
SPl!l3HC!TTI 01nnC!!~
ano SILC!!nT l!IIJCT!On ZIT
THC!! mn on l'C!!ZIK!:: l!::Ll!lnO
Friday, Feb. 6 at the Inn fro
J)m to 8 8m. Advance tickets:
5 kids/$1 adults ~$6 kids/$1
dulls at the door . Call Ki
5092) or Susan (27 5) for ticket
nd information. Live music with
Ronda Dale and friends. Fantasti
terns to bid on and win.

wine chocolate, and other treats.
21+ please. S5 admission benefits the
Pcalcs Island Children's VVorkshQP.A RT HUR
FINK
Tuesday, March
PHOTOGRAPHY An exhibition
of color photogr:whs by Arthur 10, 5 pm to 7 pm at
Fink, "Dance ana lJancers," will be the Baptist Church
exhibited through February at the for a casserole dinner.
Daniel Kany Gallery at 89 Exchange
also be holding
ISLAND Street,; ov.en Wednesday through aVVe'll
raffle, so come in
Sunday, Feb 8 at 7 P,m; Benefit Saturaay lrom 11 am to 5 pm. First and try your luck.
v.erformance for PI f A-Energy Friday reception Feb. 6 with dance You can be sure it will
Assistance at the Inn on Peaks Island. performance by Sonar Dance, be another fabulous
Come sec our new s how1 with new followed by demonstration tango dinner presented by
games, and a new memoer! Don't dancing. Special events on Valentines the amazing Energy

1lr~hbv¼~l}~E

Auoc,.,,

a,.,u

HARIK1'Vltfll,,o,>f!;RT/tS

226 Q-ay Roo.d

~=·<~;/"n~~-~%,
•

Mob4lc: <207>7 S6-3450 : [ • , , _
Fu: (-7) 766-S220
' " 't ','-""
~~~-··
.
www....,,,.,...,ewp<opm,
.

=·

E-mail: rbcig@h>ibornc

·

•
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(CHECK-IN , com.)

(WORKSHOP, cont.)
am boat/no later than 3:15 pm rerum.
Museum tour at 11:00 am, lunch after
museum at a "mystery" location. $9
includes transportation and admission
to the museum. P re-registration
rcg_uired.
For more in fo, contact D enise
Macaronas Recreation Programmer,
at 2970 (please leave a message), or
e-mail: 'dlm@portlandmaine.gov.
Additional activities and uodates can
be found on island bulletin boards.

AT THE CHILDREN'S
WORKSHOP
Wedne s da y ,
Feb25
INSULATION:an eveningofpgetry
facilitated by John Holdnoge from
7 pm ro 9 pm. ParticiP,ants will be
lea througli a process of community
build!ng, storytelling, ~rainstor~ing,
wrttrng, and shartng o rtg rn al
poetry based on early 20th century
newspar.ers found in the walls of a
Peaks Island home. Come wepared
to cn,ate, sh~re~nd enjo).' each ot~er's
creative spmt. !'or more mformat1on,
call2854 or e-mail picw@gwi.net.
COMMUl\lTY FOOD PANTRY
71 H erman Ave,(Children's
Workshop Building}. Open to the
ent ire community Monday thru
Friday 7:30 am to 6 pm, first Saturday
of every month 9am-11am. Please call
766-2854 for assistance or deliveries.
ATTHEBRACKETTCHURCH

Open Mic and Dessert, Friday,
Feb, 20 at 7:3Q pm. Bring your
stones, you.r music, your poetry. and
your_ appetites and enjoy a fun-filled
evenmg.
Church Supper Join us on the last
T hursday of each month to enjoy
food, community, and good company,
A different island clief is fearureo
each month. February's chefis Sandy
Langella. D inner 5 pm to 7 r.m.
P rayer Shawl Mi01st ry at ihe GEM
Gallery Valentine's Show: see some
shawls and a world map of where the
207(to date) shawls have been sent,
learn about this ministi:y. Saturdays
and Sundays Jan. 31 - Feb. 14, 12Spm. O pening reception Friday Feb.
6 5-Spm.
W orship Sundays at 10 am, includes
childcare and Sund~y_ School.
Scripture Study Groups, Wednesdays
10 am and Wednesdays 7 pm Prayer
Shawl M inistry - Tliurscfays, 1 .Pm
to 3 _pm at 9 SandpaP.er Rd. Call Kon
(26J6) or Rebecca (3017) for more
information.
Children's Choir - Most Tuesdays,
2:40 pm to 3:15 pm,, Call Mavourneen
for details 899-010~.
Thursday Eve Worship Beginning
Ja nuary 29, 7 p.m. Jo in us for
contemplative worsh ip Thursday
Evenings. Quiet, low-key worship
with candlelight, silence, pray_ersj
gentle mu sic, and ecumc01ca
reading_s.
Bracke tt Memoria l Uni t ed
Methodist Church, 9 Church Street,
Peaks I sland, Mame. P astor: Rev.
Desi Larson; 207. 766 5013; www.

surgeryi and for those who are hou_sebouncf tor any reason. Every morning
benveen 7 am and 10 am participants
call the answering machme to leave
their name and let us know all is well.
If we do not hear from t hem by 10
am then we call to ensure they arc
all right. For those who cannot call
us, we will _be hapP.Y to <;all you. If
you "'.Ould hkc to JOlll, or 1f you have
questions about the program please
call Howard and C:yntl11a Peolikin
at 766-0067. The cord windy weather
is here and some of us do not get out
every day. The line is a way to l<ecp in
touch ano let us know you are okay.

Winter Carnival
Peaks Isla nd Tax Assistance will
be hosting the 3rd annual Winter
Carnival auring February vacation
week, Feb. 14 to Feb. 22. If you or
your organization has a fun idea, a
unique activi!Y or a tasty fundraiser,
pleas~ _give Cynthia a call at 766 0067. We'll be glad to helr, you_get the
ball rolling. Let's make diis tnc best
one yet.
Feb.17 - Annual PITA Spaghetti
Dinner (in lieu of our Loaf andLacUe
Dinner) at the P.I. BaP.,tist Church1
from 5 pm to 7 pm, $6 lor adults ano
$2.50 for children.
Feb. 21 - All are welcome to attend
the Ladies Auxiliary_of the American
Legion Chowder Contest. This is
your chance to make your favorite
chowder and taste chowder. We
S!Jggest you bring a 12 unit muffin
tin for J<l!,lr t;\fUng_CU.QS. Bave a bowl
of YO'fr /1\vOJtte. Coflee and dessert
will b'e served. $7 for adults, $3 for
children, $20 P<:r fam ily. Join us from
5 pm until tp,o chowder runs out. Call
Janice Wolk9ff at 766-5053 to enter
your Chowder in the contest.

MARCH HEALTH
CLI NIC PHYSICIAN:
Dr. Kristy Pulsifer, D.O_

Feb/Mar 2009

HI.story ofEnn'chment

remembers that during the 10s
an extremely active g roup worked
to establish equity for the island
school. Reaching out to the Portland
BY S USAN H ANLEY
superintendent and school committee,
- - - - . . - , t hey got t he school band program
started, gained equal access to school
swimming lessons for island children and
P.ut in the first school playground. After
the wooden shutters were erected during
the energy crisis, PTO members made
curtains Tor each of the class.rooms w ith

fabric donated by Porteous department
store. Parents ran enrichment programs
induding one winter session of roller
skating, never repeated because of the
effect on the 1,,ym floor'
During thelJ0s the PTO sponsored a
___..;;;;;;;;,_-••:a::!::J "We Are the World" cultural program,
spearheaded by Cynthia Cole, who
Easy come, easy go. Volunteer organized volunteers willing to share
organizations have a way of starting with their international experiences with the
a splash, humming along industnously children, using song, dance, food and
anil then, for a myriad of reasons - clothi ng. From lrcland to Indonesia
mission accomplished, lack of funds, and Honduras to Russia, guests brought
loss of a leader-finally, slowing down countries from around the globe into the
to a fizzled out stop. \IVith so much of Peaks Island classrooms.
an islander's spare time sacrificed on
In the past five years, the PTO has
the boat schedule altar, it's amazing how hosted school visits as varied as the
many successful volunteer organizations Krackerja.ck Theater, Mad Science,
exm1
authors Melissa Sweet, Lynn Plou1de
The Peaks Island School Parent and Allen Sockabasin, and a hands-on
Teacher Organization/Association UM O robotics program. Field trips to
(PTO/PTA, 1t flie flopped back and the PortlandArtl\1uscum, the symphony
forth) can claim a hlstory that goes back and ballet, the Maine Hi storical
at least 50 years. \.Vith enthusiastic, new Society, the USM planetarium._ The
recruits funneled into the PTO every Children's Theater of Maine, Camp
September, membership drives have Kieve Leadership School and various
never been on the agenda. Instead, the farms have added fu rther depth to the
agenda has included such impressive line chiklten's education.
items as building expansion, equitable
None of this can happen without
services, playground improve~nd money, of course . .fundraising has
the ever-present fund rnistng.
,always been a necessity for 1'TO
Meet ing just o nce a month during earents, who have kept the fun in
the school year, parents ~d teachers !uodraisiog by org•nizing dances,
have accomplished a lot. K\ta Me,rm~ dinners and carnivals. The UJ>!!Oming
remembers the PTA being active.while Spaghetti Dinner and Silent Auction
she went to the Peaks Island School in at die Inn, Feb. 6, from 5 p.m. to 8p.m.
t he 1940s, with meeting attendance is no exception. Featuring-live mus,c by
being encoura_ged by a Httle friendly Ronda Dale and Kevin 11:ttra and loads
competition. Classrooms vied for the of spaghetti, salad and garlic bread, the
coveted PTA banner, a traveling trophy eveninggives all islanders a chance to get
awarded to the room with thenigliest out CnJoy a meal, listen to some music
parental attendance. Du ring the 50s, and catcli up with friends. Not enough?
the PT O raised money for the school Then how about winning some fantastic
through auctions and bake sales, and items up for auction like fuel, gift cards,
workeo to reduce class sizes by securing garderung, massages, veterinary services
the school expansion of two additional ... the 11st goes on. Come out and
classrooms.
support the school! We'll all be richer for
Roberta Deane, who served on the it,especially thechildren.
PT O as both a parent and a teacher,

Next Issue

brackett111unu.org

D r P ulsifer will be on staff at the
Peaks Island Health Clinic during
COM MU NITY GARDEN
the month of March, on W ednesdays
8:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. She IS the heaa
The Peaks Island C ommuni!Y of Family Practice at InterMed as well
Garden needs your help. To as the primary care physician for the
extend r.our support please write to PIHC.
Peaksl slandCommunityGarden@
Her day on the island is a great
gmail.com or. leave a message at opporturuty for children/teens tonave
232.9959.
t fieir immunizations updated and
well-child-checkuQ.S as well as adults
PEAKS CHECK-IN LINE
to have physjcals. Uf course, she will
see botli children and adults for sick
The telephone check-in line at 766- visits.
0067 is now in servicei designed for
The Peaks Island Health Clinic
those who live alone, ror those who hours are

have recently had medical issues or

Explore the hidden side of Peaks Island, as we
discover surprising real estate deals like this romantic
getaway, with its beautiful view ofCasco Bay only
seconds from the ferry.
You'll discover surprise right in your own back yard.
Coming in this April's edition.
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GENERAL CNIPENTI!ft'

Board and Training

FINISH CAAl'elTRY

mCMJiil l MJkl

OOOltSIWNJOWS

REWOOEL I !'IfPit.JR

8AARIER FM£

tNTBaOR J o:tERQt

Pt.MGI PERlolTTIHO

Carpentryu.c

207-766-2390
fO{ mo,e info:

766-3030

www.wholedogcomp.com

Adam Weidemann

YOGA ON P EAl<S

Langella Construction
and Painting Company

REBECCAJOHA.NNA STEPHANS

\ TF

6,

Weidemann

Operonl conditioning.
positive reinforcement

A S HM O RE REALT Y
F A l

591 Island Avenue Peaks Island, ME 04108
(207) 766-2026
Jkiely1@maine.rr.com

~CAMP,W-'"

Come for a awesome Slay or tour
13 Eighth MaineAvc., Peaks bland.ME 04108 offl'ortlaad
(207)766-5086 • www.eigl,thrnaine.oom
eighdunaineboot@a.net

R

Carpenter

.----W-H~E -0--0-G------.

rentals &
IOIUS

l)

Renovation

John Kiely

AV&il&ble onllne at
WWIV.J)honebookpubUshJng.com,
and The Boathouse/Long Island,
Haruugan's Island J.!&rket and
GEM Gallery/Peaks. FM! or
wboles&le opportunities
call 766·5997.

RoomaDdhaU

ISIA ~

New Construction

Covering 7 Casco Bay Islands

Alivingmuseum
and lodge.
•
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C11rp11ntry

CAll FOR CURRENT
SCHEDVL! OF CLASSES

lnt11rlor/Ext11rlor Painting

Mic hael ~
Lange II a ~

766 . 3017

382 Pleasant Ave.
Peaks Island, Maine

A l SO OFFERI NG:

PRIVATE YOGA LESSONS
PAR"rN(R YOGA

(207) 766-3067 (home)

HEALING TOUCH

(207) 632-8229 (cell)

SOURCE YOUR CONTENTM[Nl frtOM WITH I N

I

www.pondcovepaint.com

Fifth Main, Reginrtnl Mus,um
45 Srcu.lwn A ,·,nue

I

P.O. Box41

Take a Peak

Phlks Island, Maine 04108
A M-Wll ..t-0,·il War &.Peaks lslaDCI History

· 52 lsbnd Avenue
Re2ks lslanJ, M.unc 04108

.-

Open Memorial Day thru Columbus Day

director@fd.\hmai.oemus.eum.org

www.nfthoUl.iMmuseum.org

,·,

---•
NAILS

207.766.Sffi•f» 207.766.5554
ww...·.t.a.k~ ~t J.co ,n
M:iun.Ch.apcy.. owncr
rt..

v~bonh K,,,d.11- nun,g,,

Free Delivery
to the Boat

,~

,'
~
.,

' .

~

· .,

'I

I'-,~-,--'--- - -- - - - -- - - - -- - '

CARPENTER
FOR HIRE
&

30$ Commetdol Ptld .........•~•... $74-0937
toll"ff_ ...___, ...._,•. ,._.... 1-aaa~s..1 ..3a1s
1,,...,11 - · ..-· .......... pondcove@nerr.eto.com

1

RHONDA BERG
Att•ti•tt lro~,,

SALON

HAABORVJVIPROPERnss

NAILS - HAIR • WAXING
GIFT CEI\Tlf1CATESAVAILA8l.E · FR.EE EASY PAAKING

226 Gray Road
falmoo,h, ME 0005

TJie mo11ths of S.,,tember & Oc:tobcr...
• Tu~ . $ 28 Manicure & PedicUN
• P-iirty of bl.- s ~iill ~ off

207.773.7999

OPEN Hon~Sac 9 a..m-7p,m 290 Con&N»S St
(Nm to Ritt Aid ffiorrrt«y ot the bottom of Munfoy HiN)

Ma.ct-y Orme
766-5909

REBECCA JOHANNA STIPHANS

=

Peaks Island Baptist Church

,-----;=:

YOGA TlACHlk • MAIN( NOTARY

TO OUR ANONYMOUS BENFACTOR,
"Of astounding brotherly love I do not need to write, for

(OUPUSYOGA
CRV.TIV( WEOC>tNGS
COMMITMUff (EfHMONIES

Thess. 4:
Sunday School: 10 AM Wor.;hip: 11 AM
Wednesday Prayer Meeting: 7 PM
766-3037

l lVlt'G lOVl

CEIUMICS

PegsPtrtJ, etc. ~~~~=

you yourselves are taught by God to love one another.°'

l07. 776 . SS47

PEG ASTARITA

www.pegspotsetc.com

207-766-5'197 a s tarita @maine.rr.com
SJ Woods Road . Peaks Island . M E 04108

.~,

SUBSCRIPTION FORM: To subscribe to the Island Times, please fill out this form and send
with a check for S25 to Island Times, 120 Bracken Me, Peaks Island, ME, 04108
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EXPERIENCES OFTHE44th PRESIDENT'S INAUGURATION
or eating anythingfor fear of having to
AHopeful Future find
a bathroom. The crowds were very
BY JIM LAUSIER

\Vhat a great day for everyone no
matter where you were! When I got
out of the Metro that morning with my
cousin Billv and his friend Chuck, there
were THOUSANDS of people walking
toward• the mall and Capitol.
Busincs.~ was brisk for the manv happy
street vendors selling stuff along the
way. My favorite buy was a black wmter
hat with "44th President - Obama· in
colorful se'l!lins. The best sales pitch I
heard was: -Please, please will somebody
please buy this Obama apron>I"
By 8:30 a.m. the national mall was
a lready full and most of the security
check points were closed. We fou nd an
open one somewhere but it took.almost
four hours to move the 50 feet required
to get inside.
During that t ime l was w ith two
families from Delaware and Virginia who
said they'd brought their kids with them
so they could witness the greatest event
of their life. They'd been in line since
4 a.m. When I told them I'd arrived at
8:30 a.m., an older woman from A tlanta
and another one from Pensacola held
onto my coat and said they were sticking
with me because l moved through the
line faster than anyone else. 1guess all
the practice I've had getting onto the boat
dunng Reggae Suncfay paio off.
Those -Tour hours were very
entertain ing. We got to hear Aretha
Fran klin sing ancf President Obama
speak from large speakers set up around
the city, and I got to watch theswcaringin of the Prcsiaent on an i-Pbone owned
by someone next to me.
Once we got t hrough security we
were lucky to be at 9th Street and
Pennsylvania Avenue where Obama and
his wile, Michelle, would eventually get
out of their limousine during the paraae,
but that would he three hours later.
Meanwhile my cell phone battery died
because of all the calls I got from friends
and family who were clearly seeing_ a lot
more from their living rooms than-I was
seeing right there at tlie scene.
Luckffy the city piped in music while
we waited ancf there was plent)' of
singing and dancing (to keep warm). It
didn't seem like anyone was drinking

diverse and extremely happy. I admirca
and envied all the increaibly beautiful
fur coats being worn (I secretlJ wanted
one - It was cold. By the time the parade
started my feet were frozen!).
Two rows of metal barriers a line of
very attractive Virginia State Troopers,
and a line of Navy seaman stood between
me and the President when he finally
wal ked hv. l think they were a little
overwhelmed by the very loud cheering
goi ng on. ] t was over 1n a flash, and
worth the whole day's waiting.
\Ve left soon after seeing tne President
- it was getting dark ancf we were very
cold. T lie Metro ride home was fun
because everyone was excited and saving
to everyone else where they'd lieen
standing, and how they got th rough
security, and all that.
I sat next to a couple from Dallas
- Kelvi n & Celia Walker, my new
Facebook friends. They never made it
into the mall or the parade route. They
had to watch everything on a television in
one of the DC business buildings alon_g
with many others who d id not make 1t
through security.
I passed my camera around so folks
could see how close we had gotten to the
President.
I'm glad I went. It was a much
more uplifting event t han the 2004
inaug uration, which I attended for
different reasons. I am more hopeful
about the future.

New friends, the Grenbows, posed with O.B. as ,hey came outof the METRO
where they'd met on the night before the inauguration. "It was just like that on
the METRO;" said 0.8. "You see people standing around, 1 H ere let me take your
picture'. Everyone was friends. It was cool as hell.n Ms. Grenbow is pointing to a
button with the iconic, posteri:ud image ofO bama. It reads "my President".

photo l,y Am11, O'Brien

The O.B:S go to DC
BY O.B. O'BRIEN

Sesa m e Street fo r grownups.
Woodstock without the mud. Nirvana
on the Potomac.
These are all apt descriP.tions of the
feeling in Washington, DC during our
inaugural weekeni:I trip. The level of
excitement, pride, patnotism, a nd just
plain joy was unp_recedented. During
the five day trip, 1 heard no swearing,
complaints, or carping. It was amazing.
We started on Saturday morning,
driving to Philadelphia to see friends
from college {parents of my g_oddaughter, with whom we stayed in DC)
joinrng them at an inauguration party
This street vendor had m.any buttons thrown by their neighbors.
attached to his head •nd coat. He wa., a
The next day we ii rove to Washington.
very happy salesman as sales were very, We disl'layed camP.aign posters in our
very good.
car, and occasionally someone would
pass us and wave, honk their horn, or give
us a thumbs up. It felt great to be part of
something big as we got closer to DC.
Arriving at m_ygocf-daughter's house in
the Columbia Heights neighborhood at
around 2 p.m., we unloaded the car, and
headed straight for the 'lational Mall,
site of the We Are One concerL On the
Metro, we met some young teachers who
guided us towards the mall, and cued us
1n to a great soul food restaurant.
Stevie Wonder was singing" Higher

Peaks Island School

Ground" as we arrived. We made our

way through the throngs of~pie- every

At the Peaks Island
School a large screen
co mputer projector
malfunctioned, so the

staffsplit the kids up by
grade into two groups,

a nd watched the
inauguration on TV.
T he children watched
patiently through the
speeches •nd pra,:ers,
and cheered wildly
when Obama became
the 44th President .

staffpl,otc.s

shape, age, and hue. J_ust after cresting
the hill at the base of the Washington
Monument, we saw Obama speak. The
huge crowd was suddenly husf1ed, intent
on what he had to sa,,.
He talked about \Vashinh'ton, Lincoln
Martin Luther King, Jr., and reminded
us all of"the thread that binds us together
in common effort, that runs through
every memorial on this mall," and furtlier
said "there is no obstacle that can stand
in the way of millions ofvoices calling for
change: The crowd roared in approval.
I was wearing a t-shirt my daughter,
Yunhee, gave me - a: por.ular image of
Superman with Obama's face on it - and
it was a huge hit among the crowd. Many
people stopped to take their picture with
me.
We met people from all over tbe
country - all excited and proud to be
American - but also encountered many
enlightened people from a round t he
wor@. On Sunday night, while searching
for a bar on U Street with enough room
to sit in, we bumped into a woman
who knew Steve Schuit and Marsha
Greenberg from their work on the Seeds

-~-

of Peace camp. She was with a woman
from Lebanon {the count')', not the town
in York County) who schooled us on
where to go for the best Mexican food
and margaritas. Go figure.
If you want to know what the crowds
were like in the Metro on Inauguration
Dar., pictwe a Reggae Sunday crowd on
the boat times three) but sober, cheerful,
and dressed to keep trom freezing. When
the doors opened you couldn't imagine
more people crowding into these suliway
cars, and yet we managed to do it, all the
while joking and being cheerful. You
never saw a nappier group ofsardines.
Once disgorged from the Metro, we
made our waY. to the_gate for our seats. As
one of Maine's four Presidential Electors,
I had two tickets for seats in a section of
about 5,000 ~pie. There were probably
1,500 people ahead of us in line by 7:30
in the morning.
We took our Qlace in line benveen
electors from Florida and Seattle,
\Vashington. T he people from Seattle
were _properly dressed, but the peol)le
from Flonda were not really prepared Tor
the weather. \Ve gave them some of our
extra toe and hani:I warmers and shared
snacks. People continued to stream
towards the gates · rank upon rank of
jor.ous expectant people.
At last the line moved, and we
evenruallv made our way through the
security j,osts. \Ve managed to keep
our new-found friends with us, ana
the crisplv uniformed (and freezing!)
Marines and Air Force personnel guicf'ed
us to our seats.
\'Ve sat and stood, took pictures and
marveled at our _position - dead center in
fro nt of the podium, roughly 150 yards
away. Though there were Jumbotrons on
either side of us, 1 mostly ignored them. I
,,,as here. Our next President was going
to be there, in front of us. Lordy.
We turned to look at the crowds behind
us. Crowds? Throngs. Hordes. A mighty
army. A flowing river of people from the
Capitol to the foot of tlic Wash ington
Monument and well beyond, waving
flags, chanting, hopeful, expectant, anil
by all accounts, freezing, but ecstatic at
the change they were witnessing,_
T here were cheers for the 'Obamas·
polite applause {at least in our sectio~i
for the previous residen t of 1600
Pennsylvania Avenue; the n, the
appointed hour, the botched oath, which
the crowd politely ig nored , a nd t he
realization tliat this moment for which so
many had worked so long and hard had
finallr. arrived. W e had a new President
ofthe United States.
We HAVE a new President of the
United States. What a great country.

